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Abstract

Refugees arriving in Australia undr.:rgo a number of settlement processes

including adaptation and acculturation, social support and network development, and
an explnration of their ethnic identity. This research examines the settlement processes
of mixed marriage refugees from what was Yugoslavia who arrived in Perth, Western
Australia in the early to mid 1990's. A mixed marriage is one where the couple arc
from different ethnic backgrounds. This research has two main aims. The first aim is
to examine the processes of acculturation and adaptation, the development of social
support networks, and ethnic identity, within the refugees. These processes provide a
framework from which to understand the settlement process. The second aim is to
investigate the initial settlement pcograms and supports provided by Australia's
government and community groups, and to provide recommendations for future service
provision. Throughout the research, the experiences of the refugees are located within
the sociopolitical context of the conflict in what was Yugoslavia and their migration.
The impact of the refugees' ethnicity and ethnic identity is also considered.
The research was comprised of a study in two stages. The first stage involved
scoping interviews with critical participants and refugees to identify key conceptual
domains for the purpose of guiding subsequent interviews. The second stage consisted
of multiple-case, conversational interviews with 12 mixed marriage refugees from
what was Yugoslavia.
Data was analysed thematically and the results indicated that the participants
were moving towards an acculturation outcome of bi-culturalism. The majority have
taken out Australian citizenship, were proud of and grateful for it and saw it as a
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security fOr the future. The results also indicated that cthnicity impacts on the
development of social networks. The participants generally socialised with other

mixed marriage rdugccs as they felt comforl<tblc and emotionally supported by them.
Mainstream Australians provided more instrumental support. The participants referred

to a feeling ofhclonging to Australia increasing with participation in the community
and have made substantial efforts to understand the Austral ian way of life. Feeling

part of the .1\ustralian community was a process that was taking time.
The participants described their ethnic identity as either Yugoslav or Bosnian,
regardless of their ethnicity. Whilst maintaining this Identity, being Australian was
also important and did not conflict with feeling Yugoslav or Bosnian. The links
between the various settlement processes are discussed as well as the validity of the
research process and recommendations for future research and for settlement programs.
The results illustrated the diversity of experiences of the participants as well as
a commonality resulting from their being in a mixed marriage. With respect to the
second aim, the initial settlement experience is characterised by stress, due in part to
the nature of the refugee experience and exacerbated by a lack of English, receiving
confusing and untimely information, difficulties in finding work and difficulties in
meeting mainstream Australians. The refugees who went through the On-Arrival
Accommodation program felt less supported than those who went through the
Community Resettlement Support Scheme, which offered a ctance to meet Australians
and provided better material assistance.
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Chapter I. Introduction
'(be Ralkan t:ontlicts of the 1990's have seen a

larg~:

number of n:f1..1gccs leave

the r~gion!'i that we-re p:m of \\:hat was Yagosiavia' - ( ·roatia. Bosnia. Scrhia ar.d more
recently K.osm·o. :\ numhcr of these rcfugC"cs han: made thctr \\ay to :\ustrJ!ia to he

shcltcrcd and
cxpcri~ncc

b~o.•gin

a nl..'w life here

!'hi.' settlement prm:C'>'> lh;tl thL" rt:fugcc'>

once they arri,-c in Au.strali;l is long and ofh.:n Jtllit.:uh. rcqumng

ad~ptatwn

to the nt:w country. its l;mgu3gc. custom:-; and people Scnkmcnt Jn\oln:-.., the

cstablishmcmof a home and material goods. contact \\ ith

other~ tn

the

llC\\

homeland.

a return to cmploymcnr \~here possihlc. and often the lt:3mm~ of ant:\\ language.
In the mid 199ff sa large number of the n:fugccs arri\ ing from Bmnla were
from ethnically mixed marriages. Th~.·sc couples \\Crc f()rccd to lca\·c \\hat ua..o.;
Yugoslavia due to actual or potential persecution of one or both mcrr:.bcrs of the couple
because oftheirethnicity. These refugees present a unique chalh:ngc to thosc assisting
their sculemcnt. as they do not represent one ethnic group. but two. making It difficult

fnr them to receive assistance from the established c:hnic communities. The

1

The refugees arriving in Perth in 1998 and 1999 from Bosnia-Hercegovina are referred to by the

Depanment oflmmigration and Mullicultural Affairs as Bosnian. This refers to their country of origin
(Bosnia-Hercegovina) rather than their nationality which could be Muslim. Serbian, Croatian or anmher
nationality. For example, they may be a Bosnian Croat. a Croat living in Bosnia. The issue of how to
refer to (label) these immigrants is complex. The Australian government generally refers to them as
being from "The Former Yugoslavia'', a tenn that some members of the community dislike. The
problem with this definition is that it does not differentia!e between various na!ionalities and means that
people may not be directed to services which can best meet their needs. Some people refer to different
subgroups as Bosnians, Serbs or Croats, whilst others refer to these refugees as Muslims. Serbs, and
Croats. A further problem with the use of the term "Yugoslavia'" is that Serbia and Montenegro at the
time of writing are now commonly referred to as Yugoslavia, making the label even more uncertain.
Rather than attempt to find a solution to this problem, within this research this group will be referred to
as people from ''what was Yugoslavia".

I
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established communities often provide material and social support to newly arrived
refugees from their own community. The Federal Government also provides a
number of settlement services to assist the newly arrived, both materially and socially,
and these services impact on the settlement outcomes of the refugees.
There is a rich body of literature (eg., Falk, 1993; Jupp, 1994; Nicassio, 1983;
Patel, 1992; Rubenstein, Lubben, & Mintzer, 1994; Williams & Berry, 1991) covering
various aspects of refugee settlement, including the psychological, social, economic
and cultural influences on settlement. The refugee literature, particularly within the
discipline of psychology, has focused on individual outcomes rather than group
processes and group outcomes. Researchers have investigated the acculturation
process and its relation to social support structures (Falk, 199.3), ethnic identity
(Bemak & Greenberg, 1994; Nicassio, 1983), mental health outcomes (Williams &
Berry, 1991) and acculturative stress (Saldana, 1992; Williams & Berry, 1991 ).
Current literature also addresses the notion of prevention of isolation (Bemak &
Greenberg, 1994), prevention of mental illness in refugees (Pat"I, 1992; Williams &
Berry; 1991) as well as correlates of mental illness and social support in refugees
(Patel, 1992).
The research reported in this thesis focuses on mixed marriage refugees from
what was Yugoslavia. There is a strong argument for studying different cohorts of
refugees. A number of authors have noted that similarities exist in mental health
outcomes across differing groups of refugees, such as trauma related illnesses
(Westermeyer, 1986; Williams & Berry, 1991) and have suggested that refugees, in
this regard, can be considered as a unique group. Whilst refugees are a unique
defined by their migratory experience, which is involuntary, often ·
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permanent and traumatic, the experiences of different cohorts have not been fully
researched. Each new cohort brings a range of skills, life experiences and group
characteristics which influences their settlement. For example, the experience of a
group of urban, professional refugees speaking a number of international languages,
would be markedly different to that of a group of rural, uneducated, illiterate refugees
whose sole language is very different to English.
There is also a strong argument for examining the specific cultural context of
refugees in research and when designing interventions (Bemak & Greenberg, 1994;
Marin, 1993; Trickett, Watts, & Birman, 1993). The refugee literature in the last 20
years has focused largely on the experiences and outcomes of South East Asian and
Latin American refugees and the findings may not be generalis~ble to other groups.
The research reported in this thesis examines the acculturation and adaptation
processes of mixed marriage refugees from what was Yugoslavia as well as their social
support networks, ethnic identity and ethnicity. Within the research, the experiences of
the refugees are located within the sociopolitical context of their immigration. An
examination of these processes provides a framework in which to understand their
settlement. A focus on psychological processes rather than outcomes (such as number
of refugees who are employed), allows for a deeper understanding of the settlement
and relocation process and for an understanding of what circumstances are conducive
to positive settlement outcomes.
The research reported in this thesis also provides a review of the settlement
services provided to refugees along with recommendations that may assist in the
design of appropriate settlement services, services which lessen the negative impacts
of the refugee experience and strengthen the support processes.
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Chapter 2. The Refugee Context

2.1

Refugees in Australia
Australia currently accepts approximately 12,000 humanitarian entrants each

year (Department ofimmigration and Multicultural Affairs [DIMA], 1997). Included
in this number are entrants who are regarded as refugees, as defined by the United
Nations High Commission on Refugees, as well as people who are not defined as
refugees, but are accepted on humanitarian grounds (DIMA, 1997). The 1951
Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees defines a refugee as any person who:
[d ]ue to a well-founded fear of being persecuted for reasons of race, religion,
nationality, membership of a particular social group or political opinion is
outside the country of his nationality and is unable to, or owing to such fear, is
unwilling to avail himself of the protection of that country; or who, not having a
nationality and being outside the country of his former habitual residence as a
result of such events, is unable or, owing to such fear, is unw,illing to return to it.
(cited in Jupp, 1994, p. 8)

The conflict in what was Yugoslavia has led to more than two million
people being expelled from their homes (Malcolm, 1996) and thousands have sought
refuge outside its borders. Australia has accepted many of these refugees, initially
those displaced by the war in Croatia and subsequently those displaced from what is
now Bosnia-Hercegovina2 (DIMA, 1997). Western Australia received 831
humanitarian entrants in the 1997-98 financial year. Of these 478 were from what was

2

Bosnia -Hercegovina will be referred to as Bosnia throughout the paper.
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Yugoslavia (DIMA, !999). Whilst 80% of the world's refugees are women and
children, most who make it to the West are men (Jones, 1994). Many refugees who
have arrived in Australia in the last decade, however, are women. This is due in part to
the goverrunent's Women at Risk program, which favours women who have no male
relatives to assist them. This is also because many of the refugees who have arrived
from what was Yugoslavia have come as a family, as they are not able to settle in their
homeland due to their being in a mixed marriage.

2.2

Refugee assistance in Australia
Refugees who arrive in Australia are offered a variety of specialist services by

the Australian Commonwealth Goverrunent. These include the On-Arrival
Accommodation (OAA) program and the Community Refugee Settlement Scheme
(CRSS) program. The OAA program provides initial short term (13-26 weeks)
accommodation in self contained flats. In Perth these flats are currently in Balga in the
northern suburbs. Associated case coordination services, based on individual needs,
help the refugees to access the appropriate community services. The CRSS program
involves volunteer groups who provide initial accommodation and settlement
assistance (access to schooling, English classes, social security etc).
Other refugees who are sponsored by their family but who have arrived under
the humanitarian program are also eligible for assistance from various goverrunent and
community agencies, such as Migrant Resource Centres, the Translating and
Interpreting Service and the Adult Migrant Education Program (DIMA, 1997). All
humanitarian entrants are entitled to full Social Security benefits and 510 hours of
English classes. Other assistance offered varies according to the circumstances under
which the refugee arrives.
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2.3

Refugee research
There arc a largc number of research papers concerned with refugees, both

within Australia and internationally (e.g., lrcdulc, Mitchell. Pc-Pua, & Pittaway, 1996;
.lupp. 1994; Jupp. McRohbic. & York, 1991; Kunz. 1981; Morrissey, Mitchell, &
Rutherford, 199 I: Piltaway, 1991 ). This research has been criticised for being
sporadic. unsystematic. isolated and cursory (Stein. 1986) due to "refugee studies" not
being considered a singular discipline worthy of continued and systematic study.
Rather than considering refugees as a sub-sample

\Vi thin

research populations,

a number of authors have suggested that refugees themselves should be considered a

distinct group, defined by social behaviours and psychological outcomes which are
common to all refugees (Kunz, 1973; Stein, 1986). Behavioural commonalities across
diverse refugee groups have been noted in the literature (Williams & Berry, 1991 ).
These commonalities relate to their common experiences prior to and after leaving
their home, which unite them as refugees as well as commonalities in types and
frequencies of mental disorders (Westermeyer, 1986). Sianni (1992, cited in Francis,
1997) noted that there are a number of factors which distinguish the refugee

experience:
1. Refugees are forced to abandon their country of origin as a result of
persecution, threats to life and livelihood, and destruction of shelter.
2. Refugees have a minimal contribution in the decision making process that
results in their arrival and settlement in Australia.
3. Prior to arrival, refugees have limited understanding and knowledge about
the country of resettlement.
4. Refugees are unprepared for the impact of expulsion from their country of

I
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origin and :-;uhscqucnt cultural :-;hock as they adjust to life in the country of
resettlement.
5. In the immediate futurc rcfug.ct:s have no option of returning to their country
of origin and those they lwvc Jdt hchind (p. I 0).

1\ common phenomenon experienced hy most refugees is a .. state of

temporariness" whcrchy their life and identity before the cvc1~tls that precipitated their
leaving. and their state of displacement gain a status of permancnci! and validity, which

can never be replaced no matter how long they live in their new home (Yuval~Davis,

1997). Many refugees arc not able to attain a feeling of pennancnce within their new
homeland as easily as economic migrants, This "state of temporariness" occurs even
though the experience of becoming a displaced person can vary greatly. For example,
some people have family and friends who sponsor them, whilst others are reliant only
on aid supplied by international aid organisations, as well as their own spiritual,
emotional and physical resources (Yuvai-Davis, 1997).
Rather than treat specific refugee situations (such as the current refugee
situation arising from the wars in what was Yugoslavia) as unique, atypical, individual
historical events, they are better ·~analysed from a general, historical and comparative
perspective that views them as recurring phenomena with identifiable and often
identical patterns of behaviour and sets of causalities" (Stein, 1986, p. 5). Refugee
research should be a specific subject that looks at "refugee behaviour. problems and
situations which recur in many contexts, times and regions" (Stein, 1986, p. 5).
An interdisciplinary approach would benefit both theory development and
programs designed to meet refugees' needs in their homeland and abroad. This
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approach, Stein ( 19R6) argued, should cover th~: hrcadth of prohlcms, huild on
previous research and programs and allow governments to take an immediate and
systematic approat.:h to new rclllgcc situations. Instead, hc argued, with each new
wave of refugees, ad hoc programs arc implemented whil:h do not consider pn:vious
research and these programs arc rarely evaluated or written up.
Part of the lack of a consistent approach is due to the different focus various
disciplines take when researching refugees. For social scientists, for example, ''the

refugee category is defined by the trauma and stresses, persecution and danger. losses
and isolation, uprooting and change of the refugee experience." (Stein, 1986, p. 6).

Other disciplines, such as social work, may look instead at the common refugee
experiences in settlement and service use. Whilst it is important to note the
commonalities across refugee groups, which means researchers and practitioners can
build on the knmvledge of previous settlements, several researchers have noted the
importance in locating experiences within the socio-cultural context in which the
refugee migrates (Bemak & Greenberg. 1994; Berry, 1994; Rubenstein et al., 1994;
Trickett, 1996).
Falk (1993), in a review of Vietnamese refugee settlement, reported various
cultural factors which impact directly on refugees' settlement and social support.
Similarly Lipson (1991) noted the importance that divisions between members of the
Afghan community have on the experiences of individual refugees. She suggested
these divisions are due to politics, social class, ethnicity, urban/rural origin and culture.
Lipson suggested that whilst general research on refugees should consider common
experiences and characteristics shared by most refugees (e.g., reasons for leaving,
trauma and loss, acculturative stress etc.), culturally specific data for each refugee

•
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group should also he considered. These data include settlement patterns, cultural

chamctcristics, health bt:licfs and the ecological com.Jitions under which the refugees
lcfi their home.
2.4

Refugee settlement
What cons•.itutcs successful adjustment and settlement is difficult to define and

involves some subjective judgement. Pittaway ( 1991) outlined a model of adjustment

based on interviews with humanitarian entrant women. She argued that successful
settlement includes the following outcomes:

1. A good command of the English language.
2. Secure accommodation with which they are personally satisfied, preferably
owner-occupied.
3. Employment which provides both adequate income and job satisfaction.
4. A family which is achieving well in the education system, in tenns of
progression to tertiary training.
5. Income security.
6. Material possessions and consumer goods equal to the community norm.
7. Community involvement, measured by active participation in schools,
community groups, sports groups and so forth.
8. Interaction, friendships and social activities shared with the wider
Australian community.
Successful settlement for refugees may be associated with a number of factors.
relating both to pre-migr?tirm experiences and circumstances and post-migration
factors. Pre-arrival factors include the political, social and economic situation of the
countries they migrated from, level of language and education and family situations

18
(lrcdalc ct al., 1996). Shcrgold and Nicolaou (1986, quoted in Pittaway, 1991) stated:

The "settlement process" f>!.!rccivcd as the mnvcmcnt towmds full participution
and equitable access to Australian society~ is determined hy far mon.: than
length

()f

n.:sidcm:c. The extent of sdtlcmcnt over time depends on the

conjunction of the migrant's lifi.: cycle (age ;md family status at the moment of

migrati(lO): imlividual characteristics (sex. education. oc(;upation. wealth.
language and c.:ul turc): and Australia's economic cycle (labour nmrkct dcmcmd,
availability of housing. business opportunities. price movements and supply of
welfare benefit). (p. 62-3. 325)

Associated clo~ely with the idea of successful settlement arc the specific needs

which refugees have. Numerous researchers have studied the needs of immigrant
groups (Allotey, 1996; lredale et al., 1996; Morrissey. Mitchell. & Rutherford, 1991 ).
Studies that have evaluated settlement programs have shown that different groups of
migrants have different settlement needs. Jupp. McRobbie and York (1991) stressed
the need tu identify each different migrant group· s needs in order to provide
appropriate services. Cox (1987) provided the following list of needs for newly
arrived migrants: (a) needs at the personal level: accommodation, employment, income
maintenance, orientation and information, language training, vocation-related needs,
child care, child education, health care, aged care, identity related needs, (b) needs at
the family level: family cohesion, family viability, maintenance and development of
parental roles, and (c) needs at the societal level: social support, identity support and
community support.
Pittaway (1991) notes the existence of these types of needs and has expanded
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on this list, observing that refugees have additional problems und nr.:cds to other
migrant~

and that the needs ofrcfug~.:cs an: as diverse as refugees thcmsclws. She

noted that as refugcc, migrate not out

or choice hut due to f(m.:cs hcyond their control,

they arc olh:n ill-prr.:parcd cm{ltionally and materially and often have no knowledge of
the countr~ to which they arc sent. Further. they olicn an.: srlit from their families, and
may not ha\'t: a chance to farewell Hunily and friends or even know the whereabouts of
their t~unily prior to h:aving. Additionally, many refugees experience torture and

trauma prior to arrival in Australia which impacts on their needs throughout
settlement.
In order to gain access to education, English language training, accommodation
and other necessities, migrants need access to information. Pittaway ( 1991) reported
that only 39% of women refugees seek information outside of family and friends.
English is not their first language and many who speak some English cannot read
English. The women interviewed in Pittaway's study reported difficulty in finding
information in languages other than English and almost no provision of information
for women who cannot read. Services were reported to be uncoordinated and
unfamiliar (especially for refugee women) and little effort was made for survivors of
torture and trauma who may have additional difficulties absorbing new information.
Shergold and Nicolaou (1986, cited in Jupp et al., 1991) found that lack of English
competency is the most common cause of disadvantage for newly arrived immigrants
from smaller communities.
Pittaway (1991) concluded that rather than cultural background being the main
determinant of refugees' settlement experience, this experience is determined by age.
level of English, level of education, professional status, age of dependent children, and

20
whether nne is from a rural or city background .
.lupp ct al. ( 1991) suggested that the needs (Jfncwly arrived ethnic gn,ups dtJ
not necessarily difiCr from those of more established ctlmil: groups and centre around
e-mployment. and English training us wdl as family reunion. They suggcstcd,
however. that these groups lack a strong. cxpcrh.:m:t.:d community structure und an.:
olicn transicnt and lacking in institutionallnyalty and rr.:sourccs. This makes it
diflicult for members of these groups to access cxisting funding and resources
available to the more established groups. They noted a suggestion made hy a \\-"orkcr

at a Migrant Resource Centre that additional resources and workers be available to
assist these new groups to negotiate the complexity of service provision and providers.
The literature revic\ved above suggests that the settlement process of refugees
is both complex and lengthy. It points to a need to identify the specific needs of
particular grcups whilst keeping a focus on the experiences which unite refugees as a
group.
In this research the author considers the impact various demographic and
experiential factors have on the settlement of refugees from what was once Yugoslavia
and considers the needs that this group has as determined by the context of their
migration. In particular the author looks at the services provided and whether they
meet the needs articulated by the refugees. In order to understand the context of the
refugees' migration a brief history of Yugoslavia is outlined in the following section.

2.5

History of Yugc.slavia and the conflict
This section offers a brief history of the recent conflict in what was Yugoslavia,

including its causes and outcomes. It is based on a number of historical and
journalistic texts and analytic pieces (Malcolm, 1996; Ryan, 1995; Silbe1 & Little,

I
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1992; Zajovic, \994) which address issues surrounding the reasons

j()r

the conflict.

This section is included in order to locate the pre- and post- migmtory cxpcricm:cs of
the

rdugc~:s

from this region within their sodal and cultural context. It is intt:ndcd to

offer some background to the situation of the participants in this n:swrch, mixed

marriage refugees from \\'hat was Yugoslavia.

2.5.1

Yugoslavia 1945-199R

Yugoslavia came into existence as a kingdom in 1918 and after WWIJ became a
communist state as part of a reorganisation of Europe's boundaries. It comprised the
republics of Slovenia, Croatia. Serbia, Bosnia-Hcrccgo\'ina. Montenegro and
Macedonia as well as the two Serbian provinces of Kosovo and Vojvodina. The
capital was Belgrade, Serbia. From 1945 the country was effectively ruled by Josip
Broz, "Tito", leader of the League of Communists of Yugoslavia, who died in 1980.
In 1974, a new constitution created a collective Federal Presidency which had
representation from all republics and provinces and had an annual rotating President
(Malcolm, 1996).
The wars in what was Yugoslavia began in Slovenia in 1991. This conflict
lasted only a few weeks and ended in Slovenia gaining independence. This was
followed by war in Croatia, between Serbs and Croats. which lasted about one year
and ended also with Croatia's independence. Following this carne war in BosniaHercegovina, initially between a united Croat and Muslim union against Serbian forces
and later between Muslims and Croats. This war only carne to an end in 1996
(Malcom, 1996). Armed conflict has since ensued in Kosovo between ethnic
Albanians and Serbs. 3 To date over 150,000 people have been killed in the wars and

1

There is currently (June 1999) armed conflict in Kosovo between Serbia and ethnic Albanians, who
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over 2.2 mil!ion pc:opk have bt:cn displacc:J (li.Jrcc:d 10 llet: their homt.:s) (Ryan, 1995J.

Extrcmc ahuses of human rights of civilians and soldiers wc:rc recon.k:d hy
human rights wall.: hers during these conllir.:ts. Especially distrt.:ss'ng were reports or
rape camps

~md

wm::cntratinn camps. which have been \\'iddy \Vrittcu about and which

have dc\·asta!t:J thc: li vcs of millions of f1l:orle ( Amnc.:sty lntcrr.ational. I995: !Iuman
Rights Watch. 1992: Silher & l.ittlc.:. I 992: Zajovic. 1994 J.
This brid'hishlrical dc.:scrirtion docs not explain either the.: rolitics behind the
wnr or state explicitly wlw the victims or aggressors were. Rather. the rosition taken

during the dc\·durmcnt nnd implementation of this research is that all refugees from
\Vhat was Yugoslavia arc victims of the wars as they have. at the very least, had to
leave their homes and start a new life in Australia. a move which has not been
\'Oiuntary and which is traumatic over and above any trauma suffered during the war.
The current political situation is that fanner Yugoslav republics of Slovenia,
Croatia, Macedonia and Bosnia-Hercegovina are no\v independent, internationally
recognised states (Visser & Beer, 1998). Serbia and Montenegro are currently referred
to as Yugoslavia and incorporate Vojvodina and Kosovo. Although in Croatia and
Bosnia minority nationalities (e.g., Hungarians in Bosnia) are guaranteed human rights
under law, the reality is that it is often difficult for refugees who are minorities in that
region to move back to their fonner residences, due to a varieiy of social, political and
economic reasons. An issue of concern for mixed marriage couples is that they often
have no place in the region to go to as one or both members of the couple will have a

form the majority ofKosovars and who want independence from Serbia. Since completion of this
research, NATO has also commenced a campaign of aerial bombardment against Serbian targets in both
Serbia and Kosovo. A large number of ethnic Albanians have been displaced from their homes in
Ko~ovo

and are seeking refuge in neighbouring countries, elsewhere in Europe, North America and

Australia.

2.1
lcgitimatc fear of persecution hascd on his or her ctlmicity wherever they try to settle.

It is for this reason that Australia has accepted many rcfugccs who arc: in mixed
marriagcs.-1

Yugoslavia- the socictv
Prior to the wars in th. 1990s u!J residents of Yugoslavia held Yugoslav

passports although thcrc were around 40 diffl:rcnt nationalit!L:s represented under this
banner. Some republics and provinces were more homogeneous than others. for
example Kosovo in the early 1990"s was 90% Albanian. whilst Bosnia in the early
1990's had a Muslim population of44°1t, (in Yugoslavia. the term Muslim was used to

refer to nationalily as well as religion). a Serbian population of23% and a Croatian
population of 17% (Silber & Little. 1995 ). Generally the religion of the Serbs is
Serbian Orthodox and the religion of the Croats is Catholic. Sckulic. Massey and
Hodson ( 1994) note that in the 1981 census. only 5.4% of people in Yugoslavia
identified as Yugoslavs rather than any other nationality (8.2% in Croatia. 4.8% in
Serbia, 7.9% in Bosnia, 0.1% in Kosovo, 0.7% in

~-tacedonia.

5.3% in Mor.tcnegro,

1.4% in Slovenia, and 8.2% in Vojvodina).
Although there was inevitably some ethnic tension within the country due to
historical, economic, and political factors, the majority of residents of Yugoslavia
resided relatively peacefully together until the 1990s. regardless of the nationality of
family or neighbours. One outcome of the rise of nationalism during the conflicts is
that the peaceful coexistence began to fracture, so that family members. friends and

~ Background information in the text regarding the situation and status of rdugccs both here and in

Bosnia is often drawn from discussions with DIMA funded community workers and colleagues working
for the United Nations in Bosnia. TI1ese comments were made to the author in her employment as well
as during the course of her research.
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ncighhours hlok opposing sides in the conllict, alhcit olicn unwillingly. Many of
the refugees ;uriving in Austmlia have

f~1miiy

mcmbl!rs of two or more difiCn:nt ethnic

backgrounds ami many <tre in mixed marriages (e.g .. Scrhian and Muslim or Croatian
and Scrhian). The .. mixed" natun: of the marriagt: was often a source of trauma when

war started in Yugos\a\'ia. whidt has n.:sultcd in participants not \vishing or hdng able
to han: contact with thdr sp'-Hisc·s ethnic community in Australia. It is clear that

mixed marriages m.:rc rdativdy common in Bosnia and Croatia. representing about
10% of marriages (Sckulic ct al .. 1994). atthough the exact figure is disputed (Botcv.
1994).

2.6

The Australian context
The first wave of refugees from what was Yugoslavia to arrive in Australia

came from what is now the Republic of Croatia. This group was followed by refugees
from what is now the country of Bosnia-Hercegovina, who \vere still arriving in 1998.
Many refugees passed through other countries. such as Austria or Germany. before
being accepted by Australia. Each new wave of arrivals consisted of refugees of
different nationalities and from different geographic areas depending on where the
conflict was occurring and which side was in power. It is therefore not possible to
detennine the nationality or ethnicity of refugees based on where they left from. For
example, the refugees coming from Croatia were at first generally of Croatian
nationality when the war began and later when the Croats gained control, they were
often Serbs. The situation in Bosnia-Hercegovina is even more complex.
Prior to the conflict in the early 1990's there was a '"Yugoslav" <.ommunity in
Australia. Many people in these communities arrived soon after WWII and further
waves of immigrants arrived in the 1960's and 1970's. In Perth there is a Yugoslav
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Club which is open to all people from what was Yugoslavia. There is also a Bosnian
society (Muslim) and various Scrh and Croat societies and wcU:trc orgat11sations. as

wcli<IS other ethnic organisations such as the Jlungarian cluh. The dubs generally
ha\'C close links to churches. the Croats to the Catholic church and the Serbs to the
Serbian Orthodox church. Apart from the Yugoslav dub, the dubs arc gcm:rally

ctlmo-spccitic. and although people of other national itics do attend occasionally they
arc generally not \Vcicomc. Although there have been reports of discrimination on the
part of welfare organisations. generally they do not discriminate. However, it is

possible that people will not feel confident in seeking help from an cthno-specific
organisation if they are of a different nationality.
The tensions regarding the usc of labels to refer to refugees from what was
Yugoslavia and appropriate referrals to agencies, are not insignificant and form an
important part of the sociopolitical context in which this research was conducted. The
tensions between some newly arrived refugees and the established ethnic communities
such as the Croatian or Serbian communities is great, as is the tension between various
members of the incoming groups. Perth welfare groups have made efforts to counter
this tension and provide appropriate services, for example by employing workers who
are linguistically proficient but who are not of Yugoslav background. A radio program
has also been established for mixed marriage couples (though some regard it as purely
Serbian).
Conflict between the various ethnic communities will continue to impact
greatly on the design of services for this group, who continue to arrive in 1999 and
possibly for some years still. This conflict also provides ongoing difficulties for
researchers wishing to understand and assisl ti1~. .:>ettlement and psychological

adjustment of the refugees.

2. 7

The settlemc.:nt process: An iniC!Jratcd look
In the preceding sections the

socio~political

and socio-historical context of

refugee arrival and settlement is outlined. This is necessary as the context of
immigration impads hecwily on refugee::' settlement and aids in giving the settlement
process meaning. One of the two main objectives of the research is to im·cstigatc a
number of important psychological and social processes that takc place after arrival in
Australia and which provide a framework from which to understand the settlement
process. The following processes are considered in this paper: (a) acculturation and
adaptation to the host country, (b) the development of social support networks. and (c)
a redefining or reassessment of refugees' ethnic identity. These processes emerged as
important domains of interest during the first stage of the research, described in
chapter 7.
The basis for the selection of these processes was both theoretical and practical.
Acculturation and adaptation are included as they are processes which all new
migrants will experience at some level and which will influence settlement outcomes.
The subject of social support was chosen following previous research undertaken by
the author which indicated that a lack of support systems is a major issue for mixed
marriage refugees from what was Yugoslavia. Social support networks have been
linked in the literature to acculturation and adaptation (Strober, 1994) as well as to
ethnic identity (Rubenstein et al., 1994). The mixed marriage situation of the refugees,
which impacts on the support available to them, further indicated a need to include
ethnic identity in the research.
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These processes are an important part of settlement and contribute in various
ways to the refugees' mental health. They are often interlinked and their
consideration is necessary in order to understand more fully the process of settlement.
These processes generally happen independent of the government assistance provided
and outlined in Section 2.2, however, material and social assistance received may
facilitate these processes and are therefore included in the data collection.
The other main objective of the research is to review the material and practical
assistance provided to refugees arriving in Perth, Western Australia as this is also an
important part of refugee settlement.

2H

Chapter 3.

3.1

Rcfu~:cc

Adaptation and Acculturation

Refugee adaptation
The settlement services described in the preceding chapters arc designed to

assist refugees to adapt to their new environment. As dbcusscd. a common way to
conccptualisc St.!ttlcmcnt is in terms of achievements and outcomes. such as the
acquisition ofbnguage. employment and u home. Another way to understand

settlement is to view it as a process or series of processes. Adaptation to the new land.
its people and way of life is a process that all refugees experience after arrival and one
that is often researched by social scientists. Adaptation refers to the changes that take
place in individuals or groups in response to environmental demand and may take
place immediately or over a long period of time (Berry 1997). Theorists have
addressed how conditions prior to leaving affect ensuing adaptation and more broadly,
the psychological process of adaptation after arrival in the new land. The impact of
being a refugee has been researched independently of migrant research as the refugee
experience is qualitatively different to that of voluntary migrants.
Kunz (1981) provided a framework for understanding the refugee process prior
to migration. The key to his model is the idea that rather than leave voluntarily as
other immigrants do, refugees are pushed out of their homeland and they arc usually
not poor, nor "failures" but successful, prominent, and well integrated individualf who
flee because of fear of persecution. Two types of refugees are suggested by Kunz,
those who flee in anticipation of conflict and those who flee when pushed out, due to
bombing and so forth. Those who have been pushed out have not generally planned or
prepared for their move and have limited or no choices as to where to settle, usually

I
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moving to a place organised by an international aid organisation. Kunz also made a
distinction between those who identify with the majority within their homeland, who

often ache for the homeland and who want to go back, ami those who arc minorities
and arc keen to seck new identity. It is suggested that those who do idcnti ry with the

homeland arc much more likely to lind it diflicull to acculturutc.
Keller ( 1975) suggested further differentiation between early and late lcavcrs.
He suggested that those who leave late often have a more traumatic flight that leads to

three residual characteristics. The first is guilt for those they have lost or those who
have been killed, imprisoned or injured due to delayed flight. The second is

invulnerability. due to having escaped the worst. and the third characteristic is
aggressiveness. which is a reaction to both the guilt and invulnerability.
Resettlement and adjustment after arrival is complicated and multifaceted.
Stein (1986) suggested the two key variables are what actually happens to refugees and
what the refugees· expectations are. as their expectations have a large impact on their
settlement. The pattern of adjustment of refugees over time can be analysed and
summarised into four stages:
I. The initial arrival period of the first few months. At this time the refugee is
confronted by the reality of what has heen lost including a loss in their status (often
from well respected professional to non-entity). There is also a loss of culture, and
every action must be considered and relearned. At this stage there are strains at home,
often due to loss of sex-role (for men), and loss of filial piety. Nostalgia, depression.
anxiety, guilt, anger and frustration set in and many refugees at this stage think about
going home.
2. The first and second years. In this stage there is a marked effort to rebuild
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their lives and a feeling that some of the loss can he ameliorated through time,

acculturation. language acquisition and so f(lrth. The qualitic:s that made them
successful at home c;m be Sl!cn to work fix them in the new country as well. The
refugee experience can make them more motivated and innovative. At this stage there

arc reportedly also many llunily problems and mental dysfunction.
3. After four or five years. At this stage the refugee has completed the major
part of adjustment. If they have not achieved something by this stage, then there is a

tendency for them to become discouraged and to look towards the next generation for
success.
4. A decade or more later. After 10 years there is a certain stability. The

recovery of loss will have continued albeit at a reduced rate. (Stein, 1986, pp. 14-15).

The resettlement behaviour of refugees is often characterised by high
expectations. They often feel that they arc owed something by someone and as they
can seek no redress from their persecutors. they have overly high expectations of
government agencies. These expectations are often not met, causing conflict and lead
to disappointment, bitterness and resentment on both sides. Understanding of this
phenomenon can assist in service provision. It should be recognised that the refugee
must negotiate a whole new culture and lifestyle and often requires some guidance in
this (Stein, !986).

A distinction is made within the literature between psychological and
sociological adaptation with the first referring to internal psychological outcomes
including personal satisfaction, personal identity and mental health. Sociological
adaptation refers to a set of external psychological outcomes such as the ability to deal
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with daily family, work and school problems. A third adaptive outcome, economic
adaptation has been suggested, which refers to the degree to v... :.ich employment is
obtained and is satisfYing (lkrry, 1997).

3.2

Rt!!Ugcc: acculturation
The process of acculturation has also been widely researched by social and

cross~cultural

psychologists. Acculturation is a useful tool for understanding the

settlement process because it allmvs us to understand the level at which migrants
interact with the host society. both psychologically and instrumentally. Closely linked
with acculturation is the process of adaptation as acculturating individuals usually
adapt in some way to their new cultural context (Berry 1997). Acculturation is widely

accepted to mean the changes which groups and individuals undergo when they come
into first-hand contact with another culture (Williams & Berry, 1991 ). At a group
level acculturation involves a number of changes, such as economic, technical, social,
cultural and political changes. Psychological (or individual-level) acculturation refers
to changes in the behaviour, values, attitudes and identity of an individual within the
group and that change may differ to that of others within the group (Binnan, 1994;
Williams & Berry, 1991). Acculturation research addresses the general acculturative
situation and the personal outcomes experienced by the individual at the psychosocial
level.
The work of Berry (1986a, 1986b, 1994, 1997) provides a theoretical
framework in which to understand the acculturation process of individuals and groups.
He noted a number of features of the acculturation process. The first is the nature of
acculturation, which requires contact of at least two autonomous groups with a
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resulting change in at least one of the groups. (icncrally one group tends to dominate

nnd cause change in the other and tlu.: domination

or one suggests that there may he

conllict or difficulties. The second charw.:tcristic is tlu: course of acculturation, which
is usually in three stages: hrst then: nccds to he contact hctwccn tlw groups (physical

or symbolic). Second comes conllict. v..·hich is prohabh.:, and third there is adaptation,
which is incvitahh: and may ameliorate tile conflict. The third characteristic of

acculturation is the level at which act:ulturation occurs, wh"'.:h may be either an
individual or group lcvr:l.
For refugee groups the pre-contact situation may be more important than the
contact situation. Nearly all refugees arc exposed to disaster and the psychological
impact of this exposure

\Vill

affect the level and type of contact the refugees have with

other groups. Once contact has occurred, there is often an initial period of relief which
may delay ongoing psychological contact with the host group (Berry, 1986a).
Different adaptive strategies are used to reduce conflict in the acculturativc process,
including adjustment, reaction and withdrawal {Berry. 1986a). When adjustment
occurs, changes are made which make cultural or behavioural features more similar to
the ot:1er culture in order to reduce conflict. When there is reaction, conflict reduction
is achieved through retaliating against the source of the conflict. In withdrawal,
conflict is reduced by moving away from the source. Berry's model provides four
adaptive options or acculturative strategies available to non dominant groups during
acculturation, through asking the questions "Arc positive relations with the
dominant group valuable? and "Is my cultural identity of value and to be retained?"
(see Figure I).
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Valuable to maintain culture and identity

Valuable to maintain

YES

NO

Integration

Assimilation

(biculturalism)

positive inter-group

relations?

YES

NO

Separation

Marginalisation

Figure I. Adaptive options available to non-dominant groups during

acculturation (Berry, 1986a)

The individual can be highly or moderately acculturated into both host and
refugee group, neither, or just one of the groups, resulting in four possible
acculturative strategies: assimilation, separation, marginalisation and integration (also
referred to as biculturalism) (Berry, 1986a; Birman, 1994). Integration means the
maintenance of cultural integrity as well as becoming part of the dominant society.
Integration has also been referred to as biculturalism ( Szapocznik, Kurtines, &
Fernandez, 1980). Assimilation implies that the person or group relinquishes their
cultural identity and joins with the dominant society. Separation occurs when the
person remains attached to their own culture and avoids positive intergioup relations.
Marginalisation implies that one is part of neither group (Berry, 1986a).
Initially acculturation was conceived of as a one-way process, with the
acculturating indi·;idual or group assimilating into the host society (Szapocznik et al.,

1980). More recently the literature has viewed acculturation as a two-way process
with changes occurring in the dominant group as well (Berry, 1986a; Birman, 1994;
Helms, 1984). More specifically the biculturation model, which has been developed to
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assess the immigrant-refugee experience, looks at the ability of the individual to
participate in hoth the old and new cultures. Not only docs this require acceptance by
the individual of both groups but also skills to interact in both groups (Szapocznik ct

a!., 19&0).
Biculturalism suggests that culturally distinct groups benefit by maintaining an
allegiance to their culture of origin as well as by participating in the host culture. To
learn about the new culture is adaptive but to disregard the old culture is maladaptive

and leads to psychological maladjustment (Szapocznik et al., 1980). A number of
researchers have attempted to test the biculturalism model. They have not always used
the same definition, however, nor operationalised their definitions in the same way,

which makes comparisons difficult (Birman, 1994).
Generally individuals have a preference for one particular acculturation
strategy, though this may vary according to one's location (e.g., public sphere vs.

private sphere) ( Beny 1997). According to Beny, the broader national context may
also affect the strategy chosen, for example, an integrationist strategy may be chosen
in a society (such as Australia) that permits the expression of various cultural

identities. He also suggests that individuals may explore various strategies over time
and settle on the one that suits them best.
Birman (1994) in a review ofthe acculturation models suggested that there is a
need to look at oppression when researching acculturation, as an emphasis on cultural
competence overshadows the effects of discrimination and oppression on the

possibility of achieving biculturalism. She also suggested that researchers need to look
at the behavioural aspects of the process rather than merely the psychological aspects.
She argued that it is not possible to understand the acculturation of the individual
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without understanding the acculturation experiences of the group, as the group itself
may be subject to oppression, thus influencing the acculturativc styles of its members.
Birman suggested that there is not necessarily one endpoint in the acculturation
process, and that researchers must make sure not to favour one style of acculturation.
Rather, they should recognise that each person docs what he/she thinks best or is able
to do. Whilst marginalisation may be maladaptive for one individual or group, it may
be adaptive for another. Birman differentiated between different types of
biculturalism, suggesting that some acculturative styles may be more instrumental, to
suit the context, or more psychological, and for others the acculturative style might be
integrated, that is, both behavioural and psychological. Integrated biculturals have a
sense of identity of their culture and are highly behaviourally involved in both cultures.
There are a large number of variables which influence the process of
acculturation and affect an individual's adaptation. It is suggested by Berry (I 997)
that the following variables be included in research that looks at acculturation in
migrants:
1. The society of origin; politics, economy and demographics.
2. Group acculturation processes; physical, biological, social, economic and
cultural.
3. The society of settlement; attitudes, host and ethnic society social support.
4. Moderating factors prior to acculturation; age, gender, education, migration
motivation, personality, pre-acculturation status, cultural distance and expectations.
5. Moderating factors during acculturation; length of time, attitudes and
behaviours towards acculturation, coping strategies and resources, social support, and
societal attitudes.
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Williams and Berry (1991) also provided some suggestions and caveats for
research in acculturation. They stressed three points. The first is the necessity for
researchers to understand and accept the culture of the acculturating group on its own
terms. Second, there is a need to recognise that the acculturation process is the result
of interaction between the cultures rather than merely change in the acculturating
group. Third, there

wi~l

be wide differences between individual experiences and

outcomes even within the same acculturative situation.
Much research on acculturation has addressed the issue of acculturative stress,
which is a particular type of stress resulting from acculturation and often leading to a
"particular set of stress behaviours that include anxiety, depression, feelings of
marginality and alienation, heightened psychosomatic symptoms and identity
confusion" (Williams & Berry, 1991, p. 634). Acculturative stress is often associated

with adverse physical, psychological and social health, though it is important to note
that acculturation does not inevitably bring social and psychological problems (Berry
1997). Whilst an understanding of acculturative stress and its pre-determinants and
outcomes is important, this research will not investigate this stress per se, rather it will
focus on acculturation, support and identity in order to assist with understanding what
can aid in preventing stress.
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Chapter 4. Refueee Ethnic Identity and Ethnicity

4.1

Ethnicity and ethnic identity - definitions
Ethnic ;dentity and cthnicity arc two concepts which are closely tied in with the

process of acculturation, adaptation and social support. These concepts are widely

researched in the refugee and migrant literature and are as complex as they are
interesting. The relationship between ethnicity and ethnic identity and the impact of
these elements on the refugee experience is crucial to the current research. During the

wars in what was Yugoslavia thousands of people were persecuted and made refugees
based on their ethnicity, regardless of whether they identified with their ethnic
heritage. The current research is concerned with the continued impact of the
participants' ethnicity and ethnic identity on their settlement.
In order to understand the complexity of the interaction between settlement,
ethnicity and ethnic identity, a thorough understanding of these concepts is required.
Rather than limit the discussion to one definition or to one discipline, a number of
definitions and theories about these concepts are provided. This enables a richer
discussion and reflection on the issues and allows the interaction between the context

and the issues to be fully examined. As with the other psychological processes
considered, there is a need for any discussion of ethnic identity or ethnicity to be

embedded in context, as noted hy Hirsch and Banks (1995) who asked:
What does it mean to talk about racial or ethnic or any form of identity,

if the conditions are not specified? All social phenomena are, after
all, embedded in social and political structures and any research that
hopes to be remotely connected to reality must consider these an
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integral part of the conceptual framework. (pp. I 17-118)

The need for discussion around identity to be located in context and the need
for a cross-disciplinary perspective has also been put forward in the literature
(Edwards, 1992). Edwards is not alone in arguing for a broad analysis of the area, nor
alone in pointing out the potential for opening Pandora's Box when attempting to
resolve matters to do with ethoicity. Phinney (1990) warned against research that
lacks conceptual and methodological clarity, a situation which Breakwell (1986)
argued has resulted in a field full of unconsolidated thoughts where there are still no

agreed definitions across and within disciplines.
Within the theoretical literature, ethoicity and ethoic identity have often been
•1sed interchangeably (Liebkind, 1992), and within different social science disciplines

dilferent emphasis has been placed on the extent to which a person's ethnic identity is
independent or operationally different to that person's ethnicity. An ethnic group is
often defined as a group united on the basis of common, biological, linguistic, cultural
or religious criteria (Liebkind, 1992).
Ethoicity is different to race in that racial groups are traditionally defined by

biological differences or similarities whilst ethnicity has been referred to as a
"culturally defined communal group" (Oommen, 1994a, p. 89). Whilst members of an

ethnic group have a common ancestry and display some similar cultural patterns, not
all members necessarily identity with their ethnic group (Liebkind, 1992).

In what was Yugoslavia, ethnic distinction was drawn primarily on religious
grounds, as ethnicity was synonymous with religion, to the extent that Muslim was
considered an ethoicity under law. Other linguistic and cultural differences were also
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apparent, for example the usc ofthrce different scripts (Cyrillic, Arabic, and Roman).

Whilst the above definition of an ethnic group unitt:s people on the basis of apparent
objective criteria, Edwards ( 1992) defined cthnicity based on a sense of group identity
resulting from real or perceived bonds such as language. Edwards failed to make a
clear distinction between cthnicity and ethnic identity but rather discussed common
themes which emerge in theories of ethnicity and ethnic identity which he draws from
a summary of definitions, collated by lsajiw (1981 ).

The first commonality is the equating of ethnic groups with minority groups,
and the reluctance to identify the dominant group with an ethnicity. In what was
Yugoslavia, minority status in tenns of numbers did not necessarily translate to a
minority in tenns of economic and political power. In Kosovo the Serbian population,
whilst comprising only approximately 5% of the population, has political, military and

economic power disproportionate to their numbers. Whilst in other parts of the globe
do!ninant groups in society do not often identity as an ethnic group (such as whites in
the United States), in what was Yugoslavia the Serbs, who held power prior to the
conflict, clearly did. Ironically, it was often other Yugoslavs who did not identify with
an ethnic group (Croat, Muslim, Serb). Instead many identified as Yugoslav (up to 8%
in some republics). Indeed some Yugoslavs did not know what their ethnicity was
until the war (personal communication with Bosnian refugee, May I 998). Census data

from 1961 to 1981 show variations in the identification as '"Yugoslav" across
Yugoslavia, with the greatest proportion of people identifying as Yugoslav in
heterogenous areas such as Bosnia and Vojvodina (Sekulic, Massey, & Hodson, I 994 ).
It is suggested that part of the reason people identified as Yugoslav was to

avoid either assimilating into one or other of the dominant groups or to avoid being
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classed as a minority, as the term "Yugoslav" was seen as a neutral. The number of
people identifying as Yugoslav dropped between 1961 and 1971 particularly in Bosnia,
where there is a large Muslim population, as there had been no Muslim category until
1971 and many Muslims did not identify with another ethnicity (Sckulic ct. al, 1994 ).
There was however an increase in identification as Yugoslav between 1971 and 1981,
which is explained by Sekulic and his colleagues as due to (a) a defensive strategy for
minorities. (b) a move away from identifying with the less positive aspects of
Yugoslavia's past, (c) increased urbanisation, (d) increased party political membership,
and (e) nationally mixed parentage. Younger people also identified more strongly as
Yugoslav.

It is useful also at this point to discuss the difference between ethnicity and
nationality. Both are defined by culture, however, a distinction is made based on
whether culture and a homeland exist simultaneously (Oommen, 1994a). Nationality
exists when both territory and culture exist together, a nation being the homeland of a

people sharing a common culture. Oommen suggested that ethnicity occurs when no
such union of land and culture exists, such as occurs from conquests, colonialisation
and immigration. Having a nation, that is, having a moral claim on territory does not
necessarily mean that the members of the nation would establish a one nation state.
Therefore it is possible to have a many nation state. Yugoslavia prior to the conflict
was said to be a multi·nation state with each nationality staking a moral claim on
overlapping parts of the territory. Untill991, no one nation had taken steps to exclude

other nationalities. Whether what was Yugoslavia was a multiMnation state or a multi·
ethoic state is debatable, depending on whether one accepts that any or all of the

nations residing there are conquerors or immigrants. For the purposes of the current
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research. this political di.ncnsion to the debate is not important and the terms multiethnic and multi-nation shall be considered interchangeable. The term citi:t..cn,
however. is ditTercnt in that it is a purely political reference, and is a recent (19th
century) phenomenon. A citizen is a member of a state with full political rights and a
person with no citizenship is considered .. stateless" (Oommcn, l994b).
Another feature of cthnicity relates to objective versus subjective definitions.
The argument in favour of an objective basis for ethnicity sees a person's membership
to an ethnic group as involuntary and linked to an historical common bond, regardless
of a common socialisation. However, this definition fails to account for continuing
ethnic boundaries in the face of radically changing social contexts. In this instance a
more subjective definition is useful. such as Weber's (1968) definition which sees
ethnic groups as having a subjective belief in their common descent regardless of
whether an actual blood tie exists. Subjective notions include a sense of peoplehood
and shared values (lsajiw, I 98 I).
The final ingredient identified by Edwards is symbolic identity, which gives
importance to symbols and does not require traditional ethnic culture or institutions.
In what was Yugoslavia, prior to and during the wars, symbols such as pre- I 948 flags
and centuries old myths were used to raise ethnocentric sentiment. Oommen ( 1994a)
provided a different perspective on symbolic ethnicity, recognising the impact of
unequal power and economic situation of different ethnic groups. He differer..t!ated
between instrumental ethnicity and symbolic ethnicity, suggesting that symbolic
ethnicity is basically the construction and sustenance of socio-cultural boundaries. It is
a search for one's identity that is carried out by most groups even when they are not
economically or politically deprived. Instrumental ethnicity is geared to fight material
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and political inequality and is therefOre qualitatively different. The relative economic
situation of the different nationalities in what was Yugoslavia prior to the conflict is
complex and is beyond the scope of the current research. Many historians have noted
that the economic and political situation differed greatly between provinces and
republics and that this disparity was a major precipitator of the conflict (Magas, 1989;
Blackburn, 1993). It is therefore possible that the ethnicity or identity was based on
different things.
Edwards (1992) concluded his summation of the common themes of ethnicity
with a definition incorporating the above:
Ethnic identity is allegiance to a group- large or small, socially dominant or
subordinate -with which one has ancestral links. There is no necessity for a
continuation, over generations, of the same socialisation or cultural patterns,
but some sense of a group boundary must persist. This can be sustained by
shared objective character!stics (language religion, etc) or by more subjective
contributions to a sense of"groupness'', or by some\..,_ n!=:nation of both.
Symbolic or subjective attachments must relate, at however db' 111t a remove,
to an observably real past. (p. 133)

Whilst identification of ethnicity by others, by "outsiders", is downplayed by
Edwards (1992), in what was Yugoslavia the identification by others had an enormous
impact on people's lives in the 1990's conflicts. Even those who identified as
Yugoslav were forced into one or other ethnic category and in the cases of the
participants in this research became refugees because of their ancestry. Whilst
Edwards mentioned language as a shared objective criteria, he does not believe that
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language is an essential part of ethnic identity. His view is counter to the view of
many oth!!r theorists who claim that ethnic identity is intrinsically connected with
language (Lange & Westin, 1985 cited in Liebkind, 1992; Giles & Johnson, 1981) and
indeed may be the single most important component of ethnic identity. For the
participants in this study, it was often their name that made then recognisable as a
member of an ethnic group. Regardless of the extent to which language is entwined
with ethnic identity, it is often the most salient feature of ethnic groups (especially
when there are no superficial distinguishing features such as skin color) and language
acquisition is an important element in the settlement process.
Edwards (1992) suggested that his definition of ethnicity cited above can easily
be expanded to a larger entity, nationalism, which he defines as ethnicity with a (total
or partial) desire for autonomy added. Nationalism is closely related to ethnocentrism,
which is where a person views their own ethnic group as the centre of everything and
where the group nourishes its own pride and vanity, and in extreme fonns claims
superiority and regards outsiders with contempt (Liebkind, 1992). Both nationalism
and ethnocentrism are important factors relaterl to the onset of the conflict in what was
Yugoslavia (Magas, 1989, 1993) and may well continue to impact on a person's

settlement if nationalistic or ethnocentric sentiments exist in or develop in the new
country of settlement.
Edwards is not alone in conflating ethnic identity and ethnicity. Smith (1991)
defined an etlmic group as "a reference group called upon by people who share a
common history and culture, who may be identifiable because they share similar
physical features and values and who, through the process of interacting with each
other and establishing boundaries with other, identify themselves as being a member of
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that group.
Other authors have attempted to make a clear distinction between the two
co.tcepts. The definition of ethnic identity provided by Nesdale, Rooney, and Smith
(1997) clearly focuses on

110

individual's choice and subjective identification: "ethnic

identity involves the extent to which a person retains the attitudes, values, beliefs,
behaviours of their ethnic group as their own" (p. 570). Binnan (1994) made a clear
distinction between ethnicity and ethnic identity though she fell into the trap of seeing
ethnicity as related to minority status. She argued that ethnicity is the collective
culture of a minority cultural group, ethnic origin is based on one's biological
ancestors and ethnic identity is the extent to which individuals choose to include their
particular ethnic classification into their sense of self. Ethnic identification is therefore
subjective, a matter of degrees and a person can highlight or obscure their ethnic
identity in relation to other social identities (Liebkind, 1992).
The subjective/objective distinction is a common theme in ethnicity studies and
is paralleled by the primordialism/situationism explanation ofthe phenomena of
ethnicity.

Propo~;ents

ofprimordialism view cthnicity as a deep seated allegiance to

kin, religion or territory (McKay, 1982) and is seen as a primordial tie which implies
that unity and solidarity are more important than internal divisions. Proponents of
situationism at the other end of the spectrum see ethnicity as a "false consciousness",
which obscures class inequality and is consciously used as a strategy for pursuing the
political and economic goals of particular ethnic groups (Liebkind, 1992).
Situationism therefore sees ethnicity as a response to pragmatic and social pressures.

It is most useful to explain tluctuations in ethnicity but less able to account for the
persistent values inherent in ethnicity (McKay, !982).
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4.2

Social Identity Theory
Liebkind ( 1992) noted that within social-psychology, ethnic identity is clearly

linked with the identity process and ethnicity is concerned \Vith a structural
relationship between ethnic groups. Much of ethnic identity theory grew from social
identity theory (Tajtel & Turner, 1979) which emphasised the importance, to
individuals, of their identity with particular social groups. Social identities are the
aspects of an individual" s self-concept derived from that person's knowledge of being
a member of a group, alongside the value and emotion attached to being a member
(Tajfel, 1981). The theory suggests that simply being a member of a group provides
individuals with a positive self-concept derived from a feeling of belonging. The
formation of social identities occurs through three JJsycho-social processes. The first is
social categorisation, which is categorisation based on any social or physical
characteristic that is meaningful in the given social context. The second underlying
factor in social identity construction is social comparison, which follows
characterisation and is the natural tendency of people to compare themselves to each
other. Finally psychological work, both emotional and cognitive, attempts to achieve a
positive sense of distinctiveness. This distinctiveness is commonly fulfilled through
feeling good about the groups into which individuals have been categorised and is
often prompted through being a member of an undervalued group. A strong identity is
often associated with marginalised, victimised groups and rarely with the dominant
group, for example, blacks often have a strong identity as blacks though whites do not
often identity as whites. Members of non-valued groups require the most negotiation
and psychological work to achieve a positive identity (Tajfel, 1978, 1981 ).
Hurtado, Gurin, and Peng (1994) noted the extensive use of Social Identity
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Theory in psychological research and its usefulness in understanding the change
immigrants experience in a new country. They argued, however. that Tajfel and
Turner's (1979) framework pays scant attention to historical and structural conditions
that would determine what the social characteristics and group memberships might be.
Hurtado et al. (1994) tied together both macro-social and micro-social features of the
environment to explain the differences in migrant adaptation. When considering the
complex situation in which refugees from what was Yugoslavia migrated and adapted,
both the changes which occurred in Yugoslavia and the social context into which they
arrived, it is clear that the macro environment cannot be ignored at any stage. A view

0f acculturation as a linear process in the host society is inadequate, as the refugees
may have had competing social and ethnic identities prior to leaving and may have
changed their ethnic identification to suit the environmental conditions on arrival.
Whilst this change may have only been nominal, even this may have affected their
latter experience.
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Chapter 5.

Refu~:ecs'

Social Support and Social Networks

An integral part of successful adaptation is the development of social support
networks appropriate to the needs of the refugee. Social support networks have been
linked with acculturation processes and psychological outcomes (Berry, Kim, Minde &
Mok 1997; Jayasuriya, Sang & Fieding, 1992; Kim, 1987; Lipson, 1991). Research
which addresses refugees' social support has covered

c~

variety of aspects of support

but has largely failed to take the socio-cultural or socio-political context into
consideration (Rubenstein et al., 1994). Notwithstanding this, a review of the literature
is warranted as it outlines the various components of social support which require
investigation in cross-cultural research involving refugees.
Social support has been described in the literature as the provisions from social
relationships which meet the needs of individuals (Aroian, 1992) and a distinction is
made between emotional and instrumental support (Thoits, 1982). Instrumental
support provides a means to an end, offering coping assistance throughout preventing,
changing or managing stressful situations (Thoits, 1986). Emotional support is
considered to be both a means to an end and an end in itself, buffering stressful
emotions but also enhancing positive emotions and self-esteem (Aronian, 1992;
Thoits, 1986).
Wilcox and Vemberg (1983) in a review of research questions relevant to
social support, discussed the need to look at the various components of social support.
These components include: what social support is, the types of support, what type of
problems could be anne!iorated by support, who is the source of support and the
personal characteristics of the recipient of the support. House and Kahn (1985)
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recommended that within research at least two of the following aspects should be
addressed: (a) The existence and quantity of the social support, (b) the structure of the
support network, and (c) the function and quality of the support relationships.
Although research findings regarding social support have not always been
conclusive, research has linked support to various health and mental health outcomes.
Many immigrants do not have adequate support networks on arrival, which leaves
them in a highly uncertain and stressful situation (Kim, 1987). Social support is
needed to lessen the stress of immigration and enable a fit between the immigrant and
their new environment. Strober ( 1994) found that immigrants who had more readily
available and reciprocal family and community social supports had lower
psychological distress and higher levels of acculturation adjustment. Loneliness,
anxiety, and depression in refugees was also found to decrease with increase in social
networks (.'erusalem, Hahn, & Schwarzer, 1996). Other researchers suggest that social
support may buffer against stress, noting however that there are many factors which
will impact on the outcomes and effects of the support.
In a review of empirical research on social support in the elderly, Rubenstein et
al. (1994), stressed the complexity of social relations. They suggested that within
social network research, attention must be given to the cultural background of people,
due to differences in family configuration and ethnic identity, and to whether
traditional ways of support can be transplanted across societies. Rubenstein et al.
noted that social relations occur within context, including the cultural context. They
also pointed out a distinction made in the literature between "natural social networks"
such as the nuclear and extended family, and constructed networks, which usually
occur at times of special need. Constructed networks are ones which do not develop
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through familial links but are constructed to meet a particular purpose or to replace
naturally occurring networks. Refugees may develop networks with other, non-related
refugees of the same background or with members of the host community, to facilitate
their settlement. Many of the refugees from what was Yugoslavia, arriving in
Australia, have few or no contacts (family or friends). Others have relations who may
have migrated up to 50 years prior to their own arrival and may not even speak their

language.
For refugees arriving without family or relatives it is therefore probable that
any networks developed are constructed ones. Jerusalem et al. (1996) noted that the
consequences of widespread network disruption due to migration are not well
documented. Jerusalem and his colleagues investigated loneliness and social bonding

in 235 East Gennan refugees during a two year study. They found the breakdown of
social networks after migration to be an added stressor to factors such as
unemployment, financial insecurity and lack of housing. They found that "active
networking represents an instrumental way of coping with a social crisis" (p. 241) and

suggested that it would be more difficult for refugees who have to cross language and
cultural barriers. They suggested there is also a need for more detailed information
regarding socialisation subsequent to migration, 01 the frequencies of social contacts,

ratings of social distance and perceptions about the roles friends played in the coping
and adaptation process" (p. 241 ). Further they suggested a need for more detail
regarding the quality of interpersonal relationships.
A number of researchers have investigated the impact of various types of

support networks in refi1gees. Studies of South East Asian refugees have found better
psychological adaptation in those who have developed close links with non immigrant
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members of the host society (Kim, 1987). This is due to them being better able to

understand the host society through communication with its members. Kim reported

that immigrants arc most likely to seek support with other immigrants in their ethnic
community especially when the community is well established and when they are
married to someone of the same ethnic background. Contact with the ethnic
community is often the preferred option on arrival due to cultural and linguistic
similarities and is thought to be adaptive in the short-term (Kim, 1987).

A number of studies addressing adaptation to acculturation have investigated
the role of support networks with either members of the heritage culture or host

culture. Most studies have found supportive relationships with both cultures to be
predictive of successful adaptation (Berry et al., 1987).

Whilst most social support research has focused on and measured individual
support, some recent work has addressed the importance of considering groups as
social networks (Felton & Berry, 1992). Felton and Berry proposed an expanded

notion of support, which encompasses group membership, behaviour settings and
communities. Felton and Berry argued that the sense of community within the
relational community, "characterised by the social cohesion that develops with close
interpersonal ties" (Heller, 1989, p. 6) is similar to emotional support.
The concept of a "psychological sense of community" ("PSOC") (McMillan &
Chavis, 1986; Sarason, 1974) is widely researched in community psychology and was
developed initially by Sarason (1974). Sarason suggested that PSOC includes:
The perception of similarity to others, an acknowledged

interdependence with others. a willingness to maintain this interdependence by
giving to or doing for others what one expects from them, the feeling that one is
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part of a larger dependable and stable structure. (p. !57)

Although sense of community has traditionally focused on geographic
boundaries, more recently there has been a move toward viewing sense of community
as a function of friendship, esteem and tangible support (Heller, Price, Reinharz, Riger
& Wandersman, 1984). Sarason (1974) suggested that a high level of involvement in

one's community and experience of social support correlates with a strong sense of
community, and through having social support people may get involved in their

community which in tum enhances their psychological well being. More recent
research has also noted psychological, social and instrumental benefits of group
membership and involvement in one's community (Berry 1986a; Smith, 1991).
People belong to more than one community (Heller, 1989; Sarason, 1974),
though they will often have a primary community that provides them with values,
norms and a sense of history (Smith, 1991). Often this primary community is
etlmically based, providing members with cultural knowledge and systems of meaning
(Sonn & Fisher, 1998). A number of authors have demonstrated that etlmic and racial

groups provide members with a sense of belonging that is psychologically important
(Berry 1986a, Smith, 1991) and some researchers have suggested the need for
ethnically homogenous support groups (Berry, 1986a; Cox, 1989).
An examination of group support may provide a richer description of network
structures, which would in tum assist in identifying all possible avenues of support.
Further identification of group support processes will enable a better understanding of
the role of infonnal group and organisational group support, including failures within
the group process (Felton & Shinn, 1992). For refugees who settle in Perth, group
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support through organised church and voluntary organisations (DIM A, 1997) is allen

the major initial form of support. TherefOre, consideration of the development of
social networks relater' to the group's structures is warranted.
Whilst there is no research literature regarding sociai networks of refugees
within Perth, the author's discussions with service providers indicate that refugees of
mixed marriages may have difficulty developing networks within the established
"ethnic" communities, due to ethnic tensions. The Yugoslav communities are fairly
small. Approximately 1400 people in Perth identified as Bosnian in the 1996 census

(Visser and Beer, 1998) and are not located in enclaves in the metropolitan area. The
consequent lack of choice of people to socialise with, together with transport
difficulties may also hinder network development. It may be that these refugees will

develop networks within the wider Australian community or other non-Yugoslav
refugees who are accessible. However, this process may be hampered by low English

proficiency or personal trauma.
The social support literature suggests that social support is a useful concept for

investigation as it relates to mental health outcomes. The research literature, however,
is not conclusive, suggesting that some support may have negative consequences
(Patel, 1992). It is therefore important for researchers and policy makers to have a
greater understanding of the nature of and roles played by social support for immigrant
groups within the context of their immigration.
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Chapter 6. Summary- The Context and Process of Settlement
The literature described above provides a rich basis for researching the
settlement process of refugees from what was Yugoslavia. The importance of locating
research within the sociopolitical and sociocultural context is emphasised by
researchers across disciplines and within all fields reviewed. The context of the
refugees' migration, that of war and oppression based on ethnicity impacts not only on
their initial experiences as refugees, but will continue to impact on their acculturation
and settlement in the future. It is important therefore, that there be a greater
understanding of the interaction between context and process so that appropriate
service provision can occur and that the experiences of one group will not be assumed
to be synonymous with those of another group.
The interaction between acculturation, adaptation, social support, ethnic
identity and etlmicity has been described across disciplines. Research that considers
the groups of people as well as the individual level adds to a rich literature on social
support and may assist in developing a broader range of support options for isolated
people.
This research explores the acculturation process of refugees within the
sociocultural and sociopolitical context of their immigration. Particular attention is
paid towards the refugees' experience with, and attitudes towards their ethnic
communities and mainstream Australians and how this influences their acculturation
process. The development and existence of support networks will be explored within
this context, with a view to understanding what assists refugees in developing the
appropriate support networks in their new land.
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6.1

Research aims and objectives

The current research will explore the following questions:
1) What is the link between the sociopolitical and sociocultural context and
the acculturation process of mixed marriage refugees from what was Yugoslavia?
2) How does the sociopolitical and sociocultural context affect the
development of social support networks of the refugees?

3) What barriers and conduits to the development of social support networks
exist and in what ways can community psychologists and others in the welfare sector
assist refugees in developing support networks?
An examination of the support networks that refugees from what was

Yugoslavia bring with them and those they develop will be undertaken. This will
include both material and emotional support and the contextual influences on the

development of support networks. The support investigated will not be limited to
individual support but expanded to include notions of support by communities or

groups as articulated by the participants.
4) How does the sociopolitical and sociocultural context affect the ethnic
identity of the refugees?
The question of the ethnic identity of the refugees who arrive from what was
Yugoslavia is complex. This research will investigate the extent to which participants
identified as "Yugoslav" prior to and subsequent to the conflict compared with
identification as Croatian, Muslim, Bosnian or Serbian (or other). The impact of

oppression and the wars on the participants' ethnic identity and the extent to which
they have developed an Australian identity will also be addressed. In order to allow
for a thorough investigation of the experiences of the participants, no one definition of
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identity will he used, rather the various concepts and ideas discussed in this chapter
will be applied as appropriate.
The aim of this research is not to try to develop or verify existing definitions,

rather to add to the diversity of thoughts regarding etnnicity, which will continue to
evolve as society becomes more complex and multicultural and becomes aware of the
differences associated with ethnic group membership.
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Chapter 7. Method

7.1

Methodology and Design

This research is located within the sociocultural, sociopolitical and
sociohistorical context of the participants' experiences as outlined in chapter 2. It
draws on a systems perspective (Bronfenbrenner, 1977; Lewin, 1951; Kelly, 1966;
Murrell, 1973; Plas, 1986; Vincent & Trickett, 1983), in which individuals are located
within a series of social systems that are interdependent and changing.
A systems approach to research encourages the researcher to consider a broader
range of environments as important and influencing the social world of participants,
which in turn assists with understanding the experiences of the participants. A systems
perspective allows for the wider political and social environment to be taken into
consideration. In this research the political situation in what was Yugoslavia, the
established ethnic communities and the mainstrean1 Australian communities as well as
the family and individual psychological process were all deemed important and interrelated.
This research is implemented within a social constructionist and community
psychology framework. A social constructionist orientation assumes that reality is
socially constructed, multiple and dynamic (Burgess-Limerick & Burgess-Limerick,
1998; Burr, 1995; Dokecki, 1986, 1992; Gergen, 1985; Harding, 1987; Kuhn 1970;
Mulvey, 1988; Prille1tensky, 1989) and is consistent with the principles of community
psychology. Community psychology recognises the inherent su~jectivity of the
research process and argues that phenomena should be studied in their sociopoliticai
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and sociocultural contexts (Polkinghomc, 1983; Rappaport, 1984; Sheehan, 1996;
Trickett, 1996; Trickett, Watts, & Birman, 1993, I 994; Vega, I 992; Veno & Thomas,

I 996).
Proponents of both social constructionism and community psychology argue
for the use of multiple methods in research, including the use of qualitative methods
such as in-depth interviews, semi-structured interviews and oral histories. These
methods allow for an understanding both of the phenomena in context and of the
particular subtleties of the various levels of the environment in which the research
takes place. Only through investigating phenomena in their various contexts is it
possible to understand which elements of the phenomena are universal and which are
culture-context specific or only occur within a given historical moment (Trickett,
1996).
This research is located itself solidly within the context ofthe refugees'
migration and settlement experiences. It recognises that the participants' ethnicity and
ethnic identity are more than merely demographics. Rather, they are social
constructions inherently loaded with cultural, political and psychological meaning.
These constructions are changing and dynamic, altering through interaction with
others. For example, the meaning attached to being "Yugoslav" changes as the
political situation in what was Yugoslavia changes and as the participants interact with

mainstream Australians and other people from what was Yugoslavia.s Likewise

s As the author was working on her final drafts in ApriVMayl999, NATO was in the process of
bombing Serbia. (Data were collected before the bombing started). This change in roles, whereby the
Serbs were being bombed mtherthan bombing others, meant that for Serbs being 'Serb' had a new
meaning, that of being victims and a nation under scige. During this time the self-identity expressed by
the participants, a number of which the author continued to have contact with, changed.
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notions of social support are also socially constructed and may vary from person to
person.
This study employs a multiple-case research methodology using conversational
interviews (Burgess-Limerick & Burgess-Limerick, 1998). Multiple-case research
uses the researcher to bring a number of individual cases into conversation with one
another, in order to construct a shared reality (Rosenwald, 1988). The stories told arc
complex, multifaceted and often contradictory and it is the researcher's task to
integrate them into a meaningful shared reality and to develop theories that are solidly
grounded in the participants' stories (Burgess-Limerick & Burgess-Limerick, 1998).
Conversational interviews use a process that is interactive and through which questions
from one interview are built on responses from previous interviews. A strength of the
process is that the same topic is revisited in subsequent interviews, allowing the
participant to build on wlmt they have said, to clarify issues for the researcher and to
reject or accept the interpretation of the issues made by the researcher.
The strengths of multiple case research using conversational interviews are
essentially that it builds convincing and useful theory, based on the detailed knowledge
ofindividuals' lives, and that it provides rich and deep data. This theory is not only
convincing to the researcher, but also to the participant and others in the community of
interests, who are actively involved in its fonnation.
Rather than entering into the research with set ideas regarding the domains or
themes to be

investigr~ed

or with a "tabula rasa" as espoused by supporters of

grounded fueory (Glaser, 1992; Glaser & Strauss, 1967; Strauss & Corbin, 1990) this
research employed a "focused conceptual development" (Henwood & Pidgeon, 1995)
approach. This approach involved using preliminary interviews to narrow the scope of
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the research from one broad theme, settlement, into a number of conceptual domains
for investigation.
The research was conducted in two stages. The first stage involved
interviewing critical participants familiar with the population under investigation. The
purpose of these interviews was to develop the substantive domains in which to locate
the research. Following this, seeping interviews were held with a small number of
refugees to confirm the domains of the research. The second stage formed the main
part of the research and involved interviews with another group of refugees. The
purpose of these interviews was to provide rich data for analysis.

7.2

Stage I -Preliminary stc.dies -Critical participant and scoping interviews to

identify conceptual domains
The critical participant interview sample constituted a purposive sample. The
participants were chosen because they had knowledge of refugee settlement issues, and
had worked with mixed marriage refugees from what was Yugoslavia. Critical
participants included migrant workers in the On-Arrival Accommodation program,
migrant workers from what was Yugoslavia who were located at Migrant Resource
Centres and other community workers who had contact with refugees from what was

Yugoslavia. A number of these interviews formed part of an On-Arrival
Accommodation evaluation project which was carried out by both the Frernantle
Migrant Resource Centre, Perth and the Northern Suburbs Migrant Resource Centre,
Perth. The seeping interviews also were part of this project.
In the critical participant interviews, no questionnaire was used. Rather the
interviews took place as informal discussions about settlement issues facing mixed
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marriage refugees. In each of'thl.!sC interviews hand-written notes were taken. Results

from these interviews indicated that the issues associated with settlement IC1r this group
included social support development, ethnic specific scrviccs and provision of material
support and general sc:ttlcmcnt outcomes. There was mention of difficulties that the

refugees had in accessing services and supports that were sl.!nsitivc to their mixed
marriage status, and the stress these difficulties placed on their relationships. Critical

participants indicated tfw.t the rcrugccs were not able to socialise within the established
communities from what was Yugoslavia due to their being in a mixed marriage. These
interviews clearly identified acculturation and adaptation, social support, ethnic
identity and ethnicity as central psychological issues for understanding the settlement
experience. Linked to these were also the role of ethnic communities and general
settlement service provision.
Participants for the scoping interviews were a purposive sample chosen on the
basis that they were refugees from what was Yugoslavia. There were five participants
at this stage (four female and one male) and they had been in Australia between 10
m~ •nths

and 4 years. All identified as being in a mixed marriage. Two were respective

members of a couple, but were interviewed separately. All participants were over 18
years and were contacted through the welfare and social workers at the Fremantle
Migrant Resource Centre. Four participants were interviewed in English and one in
Croatian, with the assistance of the Croatian Welfare Worker.
These interviews were derived from the results of the critical participant
interviews and explored the concepts identified in these earlier interviews. The
interviews were semi-structured and based on the questions outlined in Appendix A.
Examples of questions asked include:

..
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.. Do you sec people from Australia? In what situations - where did you meet them?"
"'What sort of social network or social support would you like to have ideally?"
"Do you feel part of a community here in Australia?"
'Tel! me about the community.''
"How important do you think it is to adopt an Australian way of life?''
These interviews were analysed thematically using the steps outlined in Miles
and Huberman (1994). The findings from the scoping interviews suggest that both
ethnic identity and attachment or lack of attachment to the established ethnic
communities are important issues to consider when investigating social support in this
population of refugees. Rather than form links with an established ethnic community
on arrival, a number of participants chose to avoid contact with the community from
the outset and only associate with '"'Australians" or non-Yugoslav refugees. This
appeared to be because a number of participants had had negative experiences with
members of the various established ethnic communities. Whilst the instrumental
aspects of settlement were prominent in the interviews (English proficiency, education,
employment, material help etc), a strong link between settlement supports and the
politics within the ethnic communities was also evident.
Participants indicated that a link with mainstream Australians was needed in
order to understand Australian habits and culture, as well as to improve their English.
English proficiency and employment were often mentioned as useful ways of
establishing contacts and necessary for successful settlement. Success in establishing
networks was tied in with their feeling of being Australian, as those who wanted to
meet Australians also indicated a strong sense of being Australian.
When asked about their sense of community, comments were made regarding

•
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the cultural diffCrcnccs between the Australian community and the community in their
country of origin, such as the way people socialise. No~onc reported a strong sense of
community. though a number reported being '"Australian" regardless of their

community attachment. A number of purticipc!nls linked the strength of their support
networks to personal attributes such as positive attitude. Development of support
networks was often attributed to personal factors such as "outgoingncss··.
After these interviews, as part of the focused conceptual development, the
results drawn from the data were again discussed with a number of critical participants
who provided verification of the conceptual domains identified. The domains
identified within the scoping interviews were acculturation and adaptation, social
support, ethnic identity and ethnicity. Within these domains a number of issues arose:
(a) social support network development and its relationship to ethnicity and personal
factors, (b) the need for and difficulties with developing links with mainstream
Australians, and (c) the development of a feeling of being Australian.

7.3

Stage 2 · Main interviews

7.3.1

Participants

Participants for the main interviews were again purposively chosen on the basis
that they were in a mixed marriage, had sufficient English to be interviewed without an
interpreter, and had been in Australia longer than two years. Eight women and four
men who identified themselves as being from what was Yugoslavia, and who
identified themselves as being in a mixed marriage were interviewed. Half worked as
professionals when living in what was Yugoslavia prior to the conflict. All had been

in Australia for longer than two years and were over the age of 18. All couples had
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children. The ages of the l i'ildrcn ranged from early school age to early 20's.
Participants were again recruited through service providcrs currently working

with refugees as well as other participants. Some participants knew r.:ach other, which
limited the breadth of experiences as some were resident at

th~.;

OAA at the same time.

All interviews were carried out in English.

For the tina! round of interviews, fi vc of the participants interviewed in the

scoping or main round of interviews were interviewed a second time (1 male and 4
female) and one participant (female) was interviewed three times. Only participants
with a reasonable command of English were chosen for these final interviews, due to
the complexity of the themes discussed.
The number of participants was within the range (8-20 participants)
recommended by Burgess-Limerick and Burgess-Limerick, (1998). However,
partichants were only interviewed at most three times rather than up to 10 times as
suggested. Additional interviews would again increase the breadth and depth of the
data, however, due to time constraints only this amount was possible. It was felt that

the data received was sufficiently rich to lead to the results drawn and the process of
verifying results with the participants ensured credibility.

7.3.2

Procedure for the main interviey.rs

As noted earlier, this study employs a multiple-case research methodology
using conversational interviews (Burgess-Limerick & Burgess-Limerick, 1998).
Interviews began with a rapport building stage including introductions, explanation of
the research and sufficient time for the answering of questions related to the research.
Explanations covered the purpose of the research, the methodology, ownership of the

I
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data, voluntary participation, confidentiality and anonymity issues, and was adapted
from Glcsnc and l'cshkin (I 992) (Sec Appendix ll).
1\ lcttt:r of disclosure in English and Bosnian/Scrhian/Croatian was sent to all

participants for the main interviews and a consent form was signed prior to the

interview (sec Appendix C). Following the initial introductions, background
information was collected. which also assisted in developing rapport. This was

followed by the main body of the interview. The interviews lasted between 45 minutes
and three hours including the rapport building stage.
During the rapport building stage and ensuing conversational stage of the
interviews. the researcher disclosed her reasons for undertaking research with refugees
if asked or if it fitted in naturally with the conversation. This included her background
as a daughter of European migrants and her work and educational history. The
researcher conducted all the interviews herself in order to maximise consistency in
questioning.
The interviews centred around the concepts that emerged from the preliminary
studies. These concepts were acculturation and adaptation, social support, ethnic
identity and ethnicity, and community. The interviews were conversational in nature
and the list of questions found in Appendix D was used as a prompt.
Examples of questions asked included:
"What has/hasnot helped you to meet people here in Australia?"
''What sort of services do you think the Migrant Resource Centres and other
services might provide to assist new arrivals to meet other people and to settle?"
"What arc your thoughts about your ethnic community?"
"How has that impacted on your social network development?"
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"Do you feel comfortable around Australians or do you feel comfortable
around people from your own country?"

All interviews were tape-recorded with prior permission of participants. These
interviews were later transcribed by the author. At each stage of the interviews data
were analysed according to the analytic procedures outlined in chapter 8.
Following this round of interviews a number of participants were interviewed

again. These interviews were based on the results of the previous interviews and
incorporated questions and statements for clarification regarding emerging themes and
theory about the settlement process of the refugees. Again the interviews were
conversational in nature and the list of questions and statements were merely a prompt
for the researcher. The main ideas in these interviews were selected and transcribed,
rather than the whole interview. Examples of questions asked and themes referred to
include:
"Tell me about wanting to be part of Australian community."
"Is there a difference between being part of the community and a citizen?"
"What does it mean for your identity to have no place in Yugoslavia?"
"Mixed marriage couples understand each other and stay together."
"Feeling of belonging to Australia and feeling of being Australian is different
to feeling Yugoslav. Feeling Yugoslav was a deep emotional thing bound by history,
ethnicity and experience of growing up there."
"Ethnicity - this is not important in Australia so much? However it is important
for support and determines who one sees."
"Yugoslavia is about the past, Australia is about the future."
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"What did your community look like at home?"

In these interviews the researcher both presented general ideas and theories
about what was occurring for mixed marriage couples as a group and sought to verify
in!Ormation presented to her in the previous interviews. The participants were
explicitly asked to counter any theories that the researcher put forward if they did not
agree with her. and to add any other suggestions. Generally the participants indicated
that they thought the theories made sense and that the researcher had understood them.
At each stage the process was fluid. Whilst the question list was referred to
and all areas covered in each interview, additional questions were asked as they came
to the researcher and if the previous participants had indicated something interesting
that the researcher wanted to follow up. Rather than this being a contamination of the
data, this is consistent with the changing, reflective nature of multiple case interviews
(Burgess-Limerick & Burgess-Limerick, 1998),
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Chapter 8. Results

8.1

Analytic process

The process of analysis used involved a number of the steps outlined by Miles
and Huberman (1994), Patton (1990) and Henwood and Pidgeon (1995). Employing

these techniques ensured analysis of the data in a manner that was rigorous and

meaningful.
Firstly the researcher looked for plausible and common patterns and themes (or
domains) within the data and sought verification of these. These themes were
identified and coded according to the domains under investigation (acculturation,
ethnic identity, ethnicity, social support, initial settlement experience and material
support) as well as other domains, such as citizenship. Instances that related to these
common themes were counted to check that they were not isolated cases. When there
appeared to be contradictions within or across themes. questions related to these areas
were included in the final interviews. Connecting and mediating variables were also
sought which provided a link or a source of distinction between themes. At each stage
the researcher remained open to the possibility that the themes would be disconfinncd.
The themes identified were noted and the tapes were listened to a number of
times to note instances of conversation which concurred with or disagreed with the
findings. The researcher did not attempt to compress the data into one or two
outcomes but rather recognised that multiple and conflicting meanings were possible.
For example, some participants viewed their stay at the On-Arrival Accommodation
flats as positive and supportive and others did not. The process undertaken also
involved constant referral back to the original source (transcripts and tapes) for

•
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verification in the data of theory and Jcscription of experience extracted.
In order to verify the authenticity and meaningfulness of the data the interviews
were discussed with a number of critical participants. The process of referring the
outcome theories back to the participants for verification in this process was more
convincing and useful thnn counting the number of times the same word was repeated

or analysing the words repeatedly. English was not the participants' first language and
parts of their conversation were ambiguous and needed clarification. Also, to do a
simple word analysis was not useful, given the limited vocabulary of the participants
and the complex nature of the concepts under investigation.
Verification of the results was primarily through the final interview stage,
whereby the results were presented to the participants and comments solicited. For
each of the themes, ideas and arguments presented in the final results, quotes from the
participants are supplied as reference points. The results and discussion section of the
thesis was also given to one of the participants to read, at her request. She indicated
that the results were to the point and had captured the experiences of the group very
well. She also said that the results were informative and interesting to her as a
participant and refugee.
The processes outlined above enabled the researcher to develop credible results
rather than merely representing what she imagined was being said. This ensured that
the results were 'trustworthy' (Nagy and Viney, 1994). Multiple-case research
provides a unique method of trustworthiness in that emerging theory is discussed with
the participants in order to determine whether it is meaningful and also to check the
reporting of data by the researcher. Conversational interviews are preferred to
quantitative questionnaires or to structured interviews due to the complex nature of the
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circumst;'lnccs resulting in the experience as refugees. The usc of critical participants
and reference to a broad range oftheoretic31 perspectives to explain the sumc data.
assisted in developing credibility. The results arc dependable as they were fCd hack to
the participants and critical participants for verification. The usc of quotes and
reference back to relc\'ant literature within the results and discussion sections also
aided in enhancing the dependability of the data as the reader can decide whether the
raw data :s retlectcd in the interpretations and whether the process is adequate. The
research is transferable to the extent that there is a clear documentation of the research
context, allowing for replication of the study in future research.
Issues of bias were addressed through

th~

open research methodology

employed, which meant that each stage of the research design and analysis was open
for inspection by a number of colleagues and the participants themselves. Efforts were
made by the researcher to identify and address specific biases as they arose. through
challenging them and articulating them with colleagues and the participants. Each
interview was reviewed by the researcher to specifically reflect on value judgements
and assumptions and these were addressed with participants.
The results are reported thematically, using the processes discussed in the
introductory chapters (settlement process, acculturation, adaptation, ethnicity/ctlmic
identity and social support) and with a reflection on the context of the refugees'
settlement. The results begin by describing the initial settlement experience which
"sets the scene" for later experience.
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As the section develops, description of the context is intcgrmcd into meaningful

themes."
Throughout the results section. ll1r case of reading, mixed marriage refugees

from what was Yugoslavia arc rc!Crrcd to as "mixed marriage refugees". Some
intcrvicwccs also used the term "Bosnian .. to refer to mixed marriage refugees and
rder to their community as the ''Bosnian community''. The term ··Bosnian" within
quotes, unless otherwise stipulated. also refers to mixed marriage refugees from what
was Yugoslavia and was often used by the participants.
The data were checked !Or gender differences and the only difference was that

more women than men participated. This was because a number of men declined to be
interviewed. It was suggested by one critical participant that this reluctance to be
interviewed may be due to the men's experience of trauma during the wars, and
ensuing reluctance to discuss anything to do with the war.
It is likely that the settlement experiences of people who suffered trauma
before arrival is different to that of refugees who did not suffer any significant trauma.

It was not possible, however. within the scope of the current research to examine the
effects of trauma on settlement.

(>The quotes in the results section are taken direct from the transcripts of the interview, however. in
some instances the words are changed slightly in order that it reads smoothly. Three dots ... represents a
gap in speech or the removal of Iiller words such as 'you know·. Any

identi!~·ing

infonnation such as

the gender of the participant is omitted as the community is so small that there is a risk of them being
identified by others. As there is n slight chance that participants might be rt·cog.ni~cd in on I.' quote. to
minimise the possibility of their words being cross-referenced, no identifying in fonnation accompanies
the quotes.
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8.2

Initial settlement experience- On-Arrival Accommodation (OAA) and

Community Resettlement Support Scheme (CRSS)
From the moment refugees arrivc in Australia, they hcgin the processes of
psychological, sociological ami economical adaptation to their new environment (sec
Berry. 1997). The participants described their initial settlement as both stressful on the
one hand and positiYc on the olhcr. A recurring theme was the friendliness of the

Australian people as a whole and particularly the staff whom they dealt with at various
migrant services. One participant described their initial experience,

I found people friendly ... I felt very relaxed (here) after what had happened in
our country. I was very. very happy,! thought maybe I would have a new life.

The initial settlement experience was important for later settlement and there
was a marked difference between the experience of those in the OAA program who
stayed at the flats and those who were supported by community and church groups as
part of the CRSS program. Generally the CRSS group had a much easier lime in the
first few mo:tths and appre.:iated the contact with Australians that the scheme
provided. One couple commented on the visits by the church on their first day and the
continued visits by the parishioners and the priest,

We know people are thinking about us. Especially we were very happy
because Australian people are visiting us.

Another recipient ofCRSS support commented,

They were Australian and very helpful... It was warm contact you know, what
was most important for me, it wasn't too formal and it was .warm and friendly.
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so it is what I wanted, it's what was important lOr me.

A number of the participants also commented that they were surprised at the
level of support received, not only emotionally but also materially, and that the
volunteers basically did everything they needed in the first few weeks,

My first experience was very nice, it really surprised me.

The only negative comment regarding the CRSS program was that the
voluntPers and family were not matched in age or interests, which limited the types of

social activities they participated in. However. the participant who made this comment
was not critical of the actual volunteers and was also appreciative of their support.

The settlement experience at the OAA flats was generally regarded as more
stressful. Whilst

the~e

were no complaints about the staff. it was noted that they were

often overworked and were not able to attend to everyone's problems. Those refugees
with some English were generally left to their own devices. In comparison to the
CRSS recipients, the initial few weeks at the flats was considered the most stressful
time since arrival and one participant suggested the government needed to find a way
to provide an ''easy settlement, not a stressful one". The stress felt was articulated by a
number of participants.

The problem with me was that I was so tired when I came here. physically and
psychologically, so tired and after 15 days we started school and went here and
there and had problems to solve and I was thinking I would die because I
needed rest physically and psychologically. I needed time without anyone, one
or two or three months, only to leave me alone, though better perhaps with
some duties ... it was the hardest time since we came.
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She (OAA workl.:r) was really nice, she supported U5 with everything, you
know. psychological things when you were upset or nervous. Because you
don't know English, she was v~.:ry helpful. But others who stayed with CRSS
got along much quicker.

You need time to ICe! that you arc safe ... you arc still under a great pressure of

that war trauma ... and you arc forced into everyday life at the same time.

A major conccm of the participants at OAA was that the information presented
at the information sessions was not clear or relevant at that particular time, and that the
residents were disoriented and needed many months to actually find out what was
going on. One participant recounted filling in many fom1s, but not having any idea

what they were for. Many commented that whilst things were explained, they really
did not understand what was said. Others commented that they found out later on
about services, which might have been useful early in their stay.
One participant described feeling like a ··ctog on a leash'' and another described
moving in to a tlat in a suburb after wandering for hours only to discover that the flat
she was looking for was directly behind the OAA tlats.

We had a lack of information, although they gave us heaps of information. But
we didn't have the opportunity to look around ... they said "you've got the
white pages" but we did not have the white pages at all "where can I get the
white pages?" ... and the yellow pages? When I heard about the yellow pages, I
thought "what the hell arc the yellow pages, who is going to tell me?" ... We
only had one woman who facilitated all the families, I think 20 families, so she
couldn't help everybody with each particular problem, so we relied on each
other.

Participants also felt that it took time to undo the decisions made through
incomplete or irrelevant information presented at the flats.
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There is a heap of information, you can't gather or separate what is important at
that moment, you have to go step by step, you can't give all infonnation at
once, because: I won't undcrstnnd it. .. so we got a heap of information and we
were overloaded with information and when you arc overloaded with
information, you know nothing.

I must say I was very disappointed with the accommodation really ...
everything was good nctually. but the problem is when you come, you don't
know what to ask. we had too much ini(Jrmation in a short time.
enough time to select it, but it was helpful.

\VC

didn't have

Others complained that they were given incorrect information, before arrival,

by Australian representatives overseas. One couple was told overseas that they could
not usc their qualifications, which they later found out was untrue. Others· said that
relying on other refugees was also fraught with difficulties, as they often inadvertently
gave incorrect or out of date information. Overall the difficulties experienced in
obtaining the required infonnation caused great stress and often exacerbated their
financial burdens, through missed opportunities for work or for grants.
Tied in with a lack of appropriate information was often a feeling of gratitude
toward the government and a feeling that they could not ask for more, even when in
need. A number of participants said that they did not expect anything and that they
received what they needed to survive. Most commented on their gratitude at being
able to receive social security, while at the same time they would rather have been
working and were frustrated at not having a job.

I didn't expect anything when I came here, everything we had was helpful, I
was very appreciative ... ! didn't go anywhere to ask for help, I had problems, I
needed many things and I was thinking that I must accept that, while on the
other hand, other people I know went to immigration to ask ... but we didn't
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even know that it was existing (help).

For example, they send you for training which you don't want, but you don't
want to say no. meaning it would he ungrateful of you to say no, as they arc
paying for it. but really you don't like it.

Whilst this initial settlement time

\Vas

often a strain, the friendliness of the

receiving community was ;.;omcwhat of an antidote. One person said that they no

longer Celt like a refugee once they were in Australia and no-onc ever said "bloody
Bosnian'',
The initial experiences recounted by the participants is consistent with Stein's

(1986) theory of settlement which suggests that there is often a discrepancy between
what actually happens and the expectation of what will happen. The main expectation
that appears not to have been met was an expectation that they would find jobs easily.
A number of participants claimed, though, to have no prior expectations, which is
possibly due to a lack of knowledge about Australia prior to arrival.
The experiences of this group also fit with the stages of settlement described by
Stein (1986), who views the first few months as very stressful and as a time of extreme
loss. The initial few months were often described as the hardest and a number of the
participants said that they had thoughts of going home. Only one participant indicated
they still wished to return to Bosnia whilst a number said they had thought of returning
but, after visiting Bosnia, they had changed their minds as things were still very bad
there and the society had changed.
In the second stage described by Stein ( 1986), encompassing the first couple of
years, the refugees start to rebuild their lives, working very hard to reduce the feeling
of loss. For the participants this was a very active time as they learned English. trained

I
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in Australian tertiary institutions and built or hought a home. Few h:•d reached the
third stage of settlement (4-5 years), which is characterised hy discouragement. Most

purticipants were still actively engaged in building a career and life

f{Jr

themselves,

even though they indicated that the future here rested mainly with their children.
The initial settlement experience during which the n:fugcc familiarises herself

with her new environment was categorised by stress. The determinants of this stress
were lack of appropriate information, psychological0.vcrload. information overload, a
lack of English, a feeling that they were left to work things out alone and a feeling of

dependency on the government. Many of the immediate needs of refugees outlined by
Cox ( 1987) and Pittaway (1991 ), such as employment, orientation and information,
and accommodation were mentioned as a cause of stress. This stress was reportedly
much worse for the refugees in the OAA program than for those in the CRSS program
who reported feeling much more supported, both materially and psychologically.

8.3

Acculturation
During and following the initial settlement stage described above, refugees

begin a process of acculturation. Acculturation refers to the changes which groups and
individuals undergo when they come into contact with another culture (Williams &
Berry, 1991) and may be determined by asking individuals about the value they place
in maintaining their culture and identity and maintaining positive relationships with the
larger society (Berry, 1986a). The acculturation process is different for each individual
and group and is determined by a number of social and psychological factors (Berry
1997).
In order to examine this process in the participants, they were asked about the
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extent to which they had or were envisaging taking on the Australian way of life, way
of thinking and customs and the extent to which they were maintaining their own
culture and customs.;
One couple, when asked whether they intended keeping their cultural habits
from Yugoslavia or embrace the Australian way of life, replied,

Only Australia, I lost my country so now I am Australian, only Australian.

Our children are happy in Australia and I am happy because of that.

We want to become Australian, for our future and for our children's future ...
we don't want to think about the past, only the future.

These comments indicate that these participants saw value in developing
relationships with the larger Australian society. However, it was not always easy to
embrace the Australian way of life as factors such as English language moderated the
extent to which the participants could participate. One person when asked if they
wished to adopt this way of life responded,

Yes, it is very important but very difficult, but all the time I am thinking about
my English, I think that if I can speak English well, I will not have any
problems.
Other participants also spoke of the difficulties they had in developing links

1

Whilst a number of the questions asked :;1;:y appear to be assimilation is! in tone, this was not the
intention ofthe researcher and no assumption was made regarding the acculturative outcomes or
processes of the group. Questions that focused on the development of ties with mainstream Australians
and on adopting Australian cultural habits were asked as critical participants indicated that these were
issues for the participants.

I

with mainstream Australians. When asked whether they 11 fclt part of the mainstream
Australian community" that is, not any Yugoslav community, most participants
responded in the negative or with uncertainty. Many indicated, however, a desire to
be part of the Australian community, suggesting that they placed a value on mixing
with mainstream Australians.

So far I have done every thing I could to be part of it, it doesn't really matter if
I am, but I want to feel part of it.

I feel that I have lost my country, that I have no ground under myself... and
here I feel much better ... we didn't choose the situation, but we chose to start a
new life here so we have to do everything to cure ourselves, and to be part of
the community as much as we can.

Some participants indicated that they did not think they would ever be fully
part of the community, but that their children will be. Their children, they said,
understand the nuances of the society, such as the jokes and were much quicker to
participate at all levels in the community. One participant commented,

My daughter will be a part of the community in the full sense of the word.

The process of individual acculturation was tied in with the process of group
acculturation as suggested by Binnan (1994). As a group, mixed marriage refugees are
effectively stateless, not being able to return to any part of what was Yugoslavia for
political reasons (this was not true for one of the participants). This forced them to
seek ties with Australia in concrete ways, such as in taking citizenship and learning the
language. There was also, however, an "across the board" acceptance of Australia and
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its way of life. This process was ongoing. A number of people mentioned how
strange they thought some Australian habits were when they arrived, such as the

relaxed way of dressing, the barbecue and the notion of"bring a plate", a custom
which would be offensive back home. Gradually, they adopted these habits and now
enjoyed them.
As a group. however, they also saw the value in maintaining their identity and
characteristics and continued to identify with what was Yugoslavia and to maintain

their language and cultural traditions, such as feast days. The most clearly articulated
identification with their former homeland was a desire for their children to keep their

language and know where they are from. All participants spoke of maintaining their
language and a number expressed regret that t!leir children were losing their language.
Only one person indicated that they wished to ;dum to Yugoslavia and he/she was
also the only person who felt it would be possible, politically. Most of the participants
spoke of the pain that they had endured prior to migration and indicated that this
moved them towards embracing Australia.

Everything that happened there was so sad, so sad, that you would like to forget
everything, so it is better for myself to not have anything .... but I do feel
something because my mother is there ... and I can't rub out half my life ... it is
not easy but I will try to accept this country as mine because I know one day
my children will be really Australian, they will not be Bosnian.

The acceptance of Australia appears to be in part due to the pain of
remembering what happened and what is continuing to happen in what was
Yugoslavia. So whilst economic migrants might remember fondly their homeland, this
was not possible for this group. Acceptance of Australia was expressed in terms of
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gratitude, of respect and as an inevitable outcome given their political

~ituation.

Generally the group was working towards an outcome of biculturalism (or
integration). which is the maintenance of cultural integrity as well as the movement to
be part of the dominant society (Berry, 1986a). Biculturalism suggests that culturally
distinct groups benefit by maintaining an allegiance to their culture of origin as well as

by participating in the host culture. Biculturalism requires acceptance by both
communities (Szapocznik ct al.. 1980) and whilst the group clearly did not feel
accepted by the established ex- Yugoslav communities, they felt accepted by other
mixed marriage refugees and spoke of this group as a community.
There appeared to be no conflict reported in embracing the Australian culture
and maintaining their Yugoslav culture and no participants indicated that they did not
wish to embrace Australian society. One couple suggested that they would like to put
Yugoslavia totally behind them, and to solely embrace Australia, however, they
wished to keep the language so their children could speak with their relatives.
The distinction between instrumental and psychological biculturalism drawn by
Binnan (1994) may assist in understanding this couple's acculturation process.
Aspects of the old culture such as communication appeared to be maintained solely for
instrumental reasons. Psychologically, however, this couple has rejected Yugoslavia
and is seeking assimilation into mainstream Australia. Therefore, whilst for other
people maintenance of language might be seen as indicating an outcome of integration,
this may not always be the case.
Other participants appeared to be both psychologically and instmmentally
acculturated. being involved in both the mixed marriage community and the
mainstream Australian communities, and having a sense of identity of their culture.

XI

'l'his outcmnc is consistent with Birman's ( 1994) integrated hicultural outcome, which
is de lined as having a sense of identity of their cult me and hcing highly behaviourally
involved in hoth cultures. One participant likened their being Australian to being
rl.!invcntcd.

It is not hard for us to accept a new way of living. il 's another li fc. it is a
change to start again. as if you were born again. really literally as if you wen!
born again.

From the data collected in the current research it is not dear what the
acculturation outcomes of\Jle participants arc or will be. Currently the refugees appear
to be moving through a process of integrating into the Australian society. whilst

maintaining values and traditiom from their fom1cr homeland, however, they may in
time move more towards embracing their original culture and rejecting the Australian
culture. It is clear that pragmatic concerns (statelessness. their children's futures. and
need to learn English and lind work) have influenced the extent to which the
participants have embraced Australia. The pain encountered due to the loss of their
country has also influenced the degree to which they maintain allegiances to what \>./as
Yugoslavia. It may not be possible to speak of final acculturative outcomes, rather it is
more appropriate to speak of the process of acculturation which may have a variety of
outcomes.
8.4

Ethnic identity

Elhfiic identity and cthnicity were also explored in the context of acculturation
as it is the value of maintaining one's identity which is questioned during the
acculturation process and because the participants' cthnicity influenced their migration

X2

and settlement experiences (Berry, I 997).

8.4. I A Yugoslav identity

Due to the political and social situation in what was Yugoslavia prior to and
during the conflict it was not assmm:d that the participants would cxpn.:ss the same
ethnic identity. As part of the investigation into acculturation. thcrl!forc. participants
were asked about their ethnic kh:ntity. There was gcncral!y a strong Yugoslav identity

expressed with most participants referring to themselves as Yugoslav. Only two of the
participants expressed an identity which was not Yugoslav, but related to one of the
nationalities within Yugoslavia. As noted in the introduction, the participants were

made refugl!cs on the basis ofthcircthnicity and not
. their identitv.
.
It is interesting that the participants continued to identify as Yugoslav, as the

Yugoslavia they lived in no longer exists in the same form and they arc therefore
identifying with a country that no longer exists. This is not inconsistent with theories
of ethnic identity (see Edwards, 1992; Licbkind. 1992) which view identity as a
subjective phenomenon, based on allegiance to a group based on shared history and/or
values rather than solely an allegiance to geographic region or political entity such as a
nation state. Many participants also spoke of being Bosnian or interchanged the two
and a number mentioned that they will always be Yugoslav. One participant expressed
her identity as such,

Some people say "How can you feel Yugoslav when it dol!sn't exist any
more?", but I don't know, for me what is there now doesn't exist for me, and so
it (what was Yugoslavia) just exists in my head.

The Yugoslav identity was articulated as a deep emotional thing bound by

KJ

!ltmily and cultural history, cthnicity and the cxpcricncc of growing up there, which is
consistent with theories of ethnic identity (Edwards, 1992; Lichkind, I 992; Smith.
1991 ). One person who said they were Bosnian rather than Yugoslav, said that this
was because their f~unily had been in Bosnia a very long time. Interestingly this
person also said they were Yugoslav, and explained this as !ik~.: hcing both Australian
and a Quccnslandcr. This participant wus also the only person who said that tlwy had
the possibility ofrctuming to Bosnia to live as their partner was nr.:ithcr Croat nor Serb.

Whilst both identities (Bosnian or Yugoslav) are related to common biological.

cultural and linguistic criteria, the ditfcrcnces in the two identities for this group
appears to be geographic, with Bosnia being a region \Vithin what was Yugoslavia.
Further research might attempt to understand more fully the process of
identification by monitoring changes in allegicmces based on political changes in what
was Yugoslavia in persons living there and emigrants. This information might assist
researchers to better understand how identities develop and change.

8.4.2 An Australian Identitv
As part of the investigation into acculturation, participants were also asked
about their development of links with Australian culture and feelings of identification
with Australia. Feeling Australian and having an Australian identity is for this group.
as for most groups a gradual process.

I don't still feel Australian, I can have a passport and it is a good feeling ... (but)
I think, three years I have been supported by the government makes me
sometimes think something is wrong with the system.

I feel everyday more like ... you accept the way oflifc, it's normal, you

spontaneously an::cpt that. I feel Clllllf(Jrtahlc around Australian people.

Onc person when asked what mlUld make them feel Australian replied.

I think time is rcally the must important !:Jet or.

OtK' p;nticipm1t. wh~.·n ''~ked \\·hat it means ttl be a part of ctltnmunity said. it
mcam tn L11.· a citizen. and to want tn hl' hcrl' in :\ustralia and to want to stay. lhcy
said that until rl'cctltly they had wantcd to go back to Yugusla\'ia and that this

\\'<IS

not

conduciYc to feeling a part of the community.

I don't ha\'t: any l'celing~ ~o strong that I can say that I am part of"r'ugoslaY
community or part of ,\ustralian community. I am bctw:en ... I would like to
have more relationships with Austt·alians than with my community (Yugoslav)
because we had lots of bad cxpcricnccs \\·ith tlttr pwple.

Feeling Australian wa:o; link:xl with hcing Ctllllfr•rtablc with mainstrt:am
Australians. One participant suggested that once thl.'y t'ccl accepted or nnticipate
acceptance by the community then being part ofth~ community will be nmore
attractive option. Others suggested that being welcomed hy mninstream Australians
and not being treated as a refugee or a statistic. as they were in Europe. but as another
"'Aussie" made them feel like they belonged here. Feeling Australian was also about
participating fully in society rather than just being here. The participation reb ted
generally to jobs and their children. Again. some ~ugg.ested that thcy felt 1\ustralian
hecau"Se Australia wanted them when nu-one dsc did and because Australians were
rriendJy and [ICCCpted them.

In the lirst few days ... I had one thoughL "/low arc the /\ustr<dians going 1t1
acl:cpt me as a Bosnian'?" ... Arc tht.:y going to say ''Why arc you here. who <tn.:
you?" ami so soda I interaction with an Australian l~tmily in the lirst Jays
would help to undcrswnd that they arc looking at you as a normal pcrson.

h.:din~

Australian :1ppcars not nnly to he a gradual process, hut also one which

n:quin.:s cnwtional inn·stmcnt. This again takes dTon. an cfi(Jrl that not c\'crytme

wa~

ahlc nr \\'illing to mnke immt·diatcly. \\'hen ash·d if they Jl·lt Australian, one person
replied.

Only J(Jr the last year. but the first two years we didn't have til~ chance to feel
. \ustra!ian. when m: came here there \\"Crc so many duties, I didn't ha\'t.: the
time to feel anything we wcrc so husy ... this year I !'cit 'Australian) but not
100%.

When nskcd how they would describe !\:cling Australian. one panicipant
replied that they now cheer for Australia \\·hen \\'<Itching sport, that they arc happy
here. have nothing bad to say about Australians and arc appreciative of Australia I 00
times over.

It is not casy.ltry to accept this country lib: mine because I knn\\' on" day my
children will he really Australian. they will not he Bosnian. so it is much more
easy if you accept that ... I think I \\'ill nc\·cr lC~.:J so stwng feelings like hrforc
the war. we havt' spent all {lUI' !Ct'lings for Yugosla\·ia. it was so big <t love. \\'L'
really liked that country ... we had everything there ... m: hall such strong
ICe lings he fore and I am afraid to hzl\'(.: !host' no\\' hl'C<HISL' I was so upset ... i r
you love something too much, aflt:r it is \\·orse.

I would love to <tcccpt cvl!rything (hen:) hut not \\'ith such strong.l'cding.s ...
would like to calm down feelings. to survi\'c.
I will always feel Yugoslav. subconsciously in my mind.

xr,

1 think lli..-cl Yugoslavian in the bottom oJ' my heart. I can never f(Jrgct this
country ... WL' had no whL:rc elst: tu go and we have everything hc:n:. we L<m huy
a house. that for our people is most important.

Tht.· Yugnsla" identity is L'vidctllly strong and continues n:gardlcss of an
o..'lllL'rging Au:-;tra!i:m identity. It app!.!ars that the things that tht: participants arc most

abk tn idt:tHity with arc the symbolic Australian icons such as

th~..:

barbecue and sport.

One person suggL'stcd that tht:y lirst sought to lind simih!ritics with Awaralians and the
easy things to idcnti!)' with. Later when they were comJOnab!e in the society, they
wac able to look for and acknowlcdgc the dissimilarities. \\'hen asked how the

Australian

~.:omrnunity

was di!Tcrr.:nt to their community back in what was Yugoslavia.

participants said that they were basically thr.: same. holding the same values, habits and

customs and this has assisted them with their sel\lemcnt. One woman suggested that
whilst they could sec that people basically did the sLJmc things here in Australia they
were not participating yt:t in tht.:st.: activities.
Whilst the rcfugccs did not have a shared history with mainstream Australians
upon which to base their identity, they articulated a shared value system, therefore
reducing the cultural distance between them and assisting in the adaptation process
(sec Berry 1997).

The participants did. however. sec a distinction between the values of their
community back home and that ofthc oldcr established Yugoslav communities here in
Australia. In what was Yugoslavia their conmnmity was young. cducatcd and modern
and the people thcy had mel lu:rc (mainstream Austnllians) \Wre the same. On thl'
nthL:r hand. members ofthl' C!"lahlishcd cthnk enmmunitics wcrc seL·n to he stillli\·ing

X7

in past decades and not modern in their values.
Future rcsl!arch might also address thl.! particular dTc<.:t nl' being ostracised oral
ka:-;t

Jlll\

wdcumcd by the c:-;tab!islwd t.:thnic communities. This ostracism i!-i partially

the basis or thc slwrcd identity which the mixed marriage group has. It may be that for
individuals within the group

~md f(lr

other grours. oppression or a m:gativc identity

may be inhibitive to the dcvclnpmcnt nf a strong community or

X.5

idcntit~.

CitizL:nship

The issue of' citizenship arose when the partil:ipants were asked about whether

they identify as Australian or Yugoslav. Citizenship appcarcd to be associated both
with identity <md with sense of community. Having Australian citizenship gave the

participants a country with which to identify. When uskcd about the significance of
citizenship many participants spoke of Australians their new homeland.

Now we haven't got any country. Wt: ha\'en"t got citizenship. we haven't got a
home ... Australia is our new home. my new country.

I really !Ccl that Australia is my country now. I never think of returning to my
country, because I know what is there.

I feel the same about Australia as I felt about Yugoslavia before war. .. similar
countries.

I tried to be an Australian but it is dinicult I know, it is very diflicult for people
uf my age ... hut !(Jr my children I am thinking about my children ·s future, I
think they will have a future here. a good chance ... one they couldn't IHI\'e in
Bosnia being from a mixed marriage.

hH these pmticip<mts. citizenship was a security for their l'uture. and nut

ncccssarily conncctcd with reeling Australian. Most participants had either taken out

citizenship or m:rc in the process or doing so. Most mentioned tlwtthcy applied Ji1r
dtizcnship bct•ausc they had no other option. Australia wanted them whcnno-ont.: else
(politically) would take them and they were

grat~.:ful

to Australia !(Jr this. They also

indicated that tht.:y had nu wish to rt.:turn to a country which was full or so nwny
painful mcrnories. For many citizenship was sokly a physil:al security. but for others
it was also an emotional security and cnhancc:d Iheir sense of connt.:cl!.:dru:ss to
Australia.

I've: got citizenship and I am proud of it, really honestly speaking because I
have a country to live in and J can say. ''This is my country!"

One participant, when asked how they think he/she will f'ccl after taking out

citizenship replied.

I think I will ICe! better. Then we will han: a country ... I lost my coumry and
now I don't have a country, I don't have citizenship. It's for me a big thing ... I
will be happy.

And later.

There is no place for my Hnnily !her~: (Bosnia). especially as we arc mixed, I
am feeling stronger to be Australian.

This sentiment was expressed hy

nth~.:rs

also.

I haven't that feeling. I honestly have to say for Atrstralia. hut I am trying to he
here, to he citizen of the country.

W!

One person described citiz~.:nship men.:ly as a piece orpapl!r and rccalh:J that

many people they kni.!w had

l<lkcn

it out hut really want to go hack to their home

country. lnh.:restingly. they said that lhl!SC people \Vcrc generally not in

mix~.:d

marriages and so have the opportunity to go home. i\s refugees Ji·nm mixed marriages.

the participants intcrvit:m.:d do not pn:st:ntly have this opportunity. Citizenship
tlli:rl'llm!, was tied largely to security. For some it v•.'aS merely instnmlCntal necessity.

though for others it was a symhol of thdr new life and of being 1\ustralian.

R.6

Developing social networks

The development or social support networks is an integral part or the
adaptation process of refugees (Berry 1997: Falk. 199]; Kim. 1987; Lipson. 1991 ).
The social network development of the group was generally characterised by a sense of

a lack of assistance in finding appropriate supports. particularly for those in the OAA
program. Meeting pcopll.: and making li-iends was hard and slow work in all cases
though the network development di/Tenxl according to which community network was
involved.

8.6.1

Meeting mainstream Australians

All participants articulated a desire to meet mainstream Australians. This was
not necessarily an easy task and a numhcr of harriers to meeting people were
mentioned. For the CRSS group. meeting Australians was much easier ns they had a

ready link.

They (CRSS g,roup) h;td much better opportunities to meet people ... At the

!)(I

llats you an: really isolated and you fi.:cl disadvantaged.

So!l1l' people were visited by church volunteers in the Jlats and a(1pn.:ciated this
and kept up

thcs~.:

rriendships. When thl!

JI~.:ARTS

sdll!rnl! was suggcsll!d to !hem hy

the researcher. almost everyone thought that this would he a goud idea. The I leA InS
scheme is a \'oluntcer program which links refugt.:cs with

voluntc~.:rs.

who prnvitk

sndal support and information.

The best idea would be when someone is coming as a migrant. to lind an
Australian l~unily to meet them at the airport. to start talking and to bccoml!
friends from the first moment... not to put some guys in the llats and that"s it.
tomorrow you will have social security officer and you talk to 1:im lOr one hour
and then you arc on th<.: str~.:<.:ts and no-one even shows you how to take money
from the ATr-.·1.

One person commented that they would not have wished a relationship
imposed that demanded anything of them, as they had met a number of people who
:.

1

asked for things in return lOr ''friendship''. such

a~

baby-sitting. Others suggested

that they would not have had time to participate in such a program. that they had no
time to meet people and were just trying to survive. The challenge of any such
volunteer program would bi..! to provide a service which lessens the stress of the

refugee. ruther than to add to the stress.
The main barrier to meeting mainstream Australians was language.

English is the biggest problem hut gets better everyday.

The !irs\ year I didn't have many opportunities to speak English really hl'L'illls~
I was a !itt!~.: bit afraid ... When you arc not conlidcnt yuu don't like 10 speak

'I I

too much, hut a!h:r nne year I had a neighbour, <J very good ndghbour, and she

always spoke with me and her family ... tlwy were a big hl'lp r.:spt.:cially to
prm:ticc J:nglish.

WhiLst meeting Austmlians was dillicult. nmking Ji·icnds with Australi<Hls w;Js
mon: dinicult again.

;--.10\\",

alter three )'l:<lfS (tht.' flrDL'L'SS of interacting with ;\UstraJians) is mon:
l'tllDtional. to SL'L' how they feel, how tlwy think, to know each of them bcltcr.
because if' I want to hl'comc an Australian ... to know how it breathes, I have to
have friends fromm3instrl'am Australia ... you need to karn the patterns of

bcha,·iour.

It's hmd (to meet Australians), that is my opinion,! mean it"s not hard to talk
or have a beer. but really to become friends. to socialise its much harder than I
expected.

But it is not easy (to meet Australians). probably from my experience it is not
easy because I haven't a joh. if you want to meet Austrt~lians, you need to be in
the oflir.:c environment .. everyone is smiling (friendly). but 1 think there is a
certain limit artcr that... until he tkcidcs he doesn't want you in his company ...
so you can talk up to a pnint. but to become frh:nds is :.moth~:r thing.

The situations where the p<~rticipants did meet Australians were varied and

included sporting activities, schools, neighbours. on the bus, and at work. Many
suggested that the best place to meet Australians would be at work, but without
English or friends it was difficult to get work. English is needed to be a part of
society. and without basic knowledge of skills and habits. it was tlifC!cult to get work.
One participant th:scribeJ how they had applied l(x hundreds of jobs and whilst their

English \vas grammatkally pcrfect. it luckcd the
mak~.:

him stand out to

~mployers.

nuaJK'CS

In this situatitmlil(.:

learning English and making fril'nds

~.:ompoundcd

and local understanding to

dirti~.:ulties

ol' getting a job.

each other and wen.' articulated hy

I

l)}

almost

~vt:t')'lltl~.

II' you w:mt to lind a job, a proper job. you nt:ed to know hm\' to act in the
sm:icty ... to know the rules of the society, to reach the gmt I and the go<d in
!irst place is the .ioh.

;\nothcr harriL·r

In

dcvclnping networks with t\ustraliuns were seen

to

'' ~~,. in which Australian society is structun:d. which is mon.: in the home and
the

strc~ts

and in

cnf~:s.

th~.:

ht.: thl!
l~.:ss

on

where they would meet fi·icnds back home. lherL was also a

!Car that people might think you were stupid. due to poor language. Nobody. howc\'er.
rcportl:d any disrespect based on their language and a number wiJ quite moving
anecdotes relating to the fi·icndlincss

or others when they rcaliicd they Wl'rL· nc\\'ly

arri\'cd migrants.
Whilst all participants agreed that meeting people was not casy. they expressed

a gn:at determination to meet Australians. t\·lany made extra efforts and were
purposeful in their endeavours to meet others.

You can't wait in the house fiJr people to come nnd to speak with you. you
must go out <illd try and lind pcopll:.

Participants· reports of their endeavours at developing links with Australians
are consistent with the literature on the development of social networks in refugees.
As noted by Kim ( 19X7) refugees arc <)Hen placed in highly UtH.:ertain and strL'ss!"ul
situations, dtH: to inadcquatc social support ndworks. Tht: nt:tworks which they
ordinarily haw (liunily and Ji·JcJHhi), and which hul'fcr <.lg.ainst stress arL' dL'stnlyL·d and
tlHist

hL· rchui!L [)ewloping social tlL'twnrks can bul'!i:r against this strL·ss and pnn itk

the intlmnation needed to understand the host enmmunity.
The participants in this study all cxprcss!.!d a desire to mel!! Australians and
w.:tivdy sought contact with mainstrl!am Australians. Th!.! harriL·rs to rnl!eting
Australians were firstly language as well as a lack of understanding of Australian
culture. ThL' d!.!gree of stress cxpress!.!d was lower in those with links to voluntcl!r
supports which enabled a rn between the immigrant and the new environment. The
networks devc]opcd with other mixed marriage rcfuge~:s also SL'r\'cd as buffers to the
stress of migration as discussed in the next section.

8.6.2 Developing links with other mixed marriage rcrugees
The development of social networks and support was largely determined by the
participant's cthnicity and the context of their settlement. As mentioned. although
there was a clear desire and attempt to mix with mainstream Australians. this was
difficult. Initially therefore. the participants mostly mixed with other mixed marriage
refugees. This was. in the !irst instance. due to the common languag\.:' and also because
they Wl.!rc often residing together at the flats, had arrived together and/or studied
English together. None of the participants interviewed at this stage indicated that they
wished to avoid other refugees from what was Yugoslavia.

You still want to remain friends with the Bosnians. but like I said. I don't want
to spend all my lilC in Australia with Bosnians. because ypu learn nothing.
You talk about Bosnia or Croatia. I must say I don't U!Hkr~tand n:ry well yet
(the Australian way ofli/C). that is the reasun. because we still dtm·t haw an
Australian family that we arc visiting or can t:1lk \tl and L'Xcllange L'Xpericnecs.

The reasons that the participants generally snl·ialiscd \\'ith 11thers !!llllixcd
marriages was because they had a shared undcrst:mding of what they had hl'cn throul!h.

I

'!4

nl' tht.:ir situation of hcing in a mixl.!d

marring~.:

and

b~.:causl!

they ll:lt sail: to exrn.::ss

thcmsl'lws with others in mix~.:d marriages.

People fi·om mixed marriages usually stick together hccause they can

understand t.:ach other. Better than other:-;.

One participant. when asked whom they socialised with. n:sponded.

ivlost!y people from my country, most (migrant people) sm:ialisc with people
from the same country, because of language. only bl.!causc uf languag~:. but I
tried to associate with ;\ustrulian people ..... most of our Ji·icnds from Bosnia
arc in mixed marriages. because we understand each other and we hav<.: the

same things ... thl! sam<: cxpt.:ricncc and difficult time in wartime.

l·lowcvcr, not all partk:ipants only socialised with couples in mixed marriages.

Oh \VC lmvc lots of friends. mainly they arc Bosnian. hut also Australian and
othcr(nationality) friends ... I have some who arc not but generally they
(Bosnians) arc in mi:\cd marriages. hut I must say lliki.! more to ha\'e
relationships with people who arc in mixed marriages because they have tht:
samt: problt:ms. the samL.: opinions about c\·erything ... people who an: not in
mixed marriages, I don't ICd \'l'ry confid<:nt \\'ith them. I !Ccl that they arc not
frank, they always havt: rescrwd stori<:s, they always have one stor~· when I am
with them and on<: story when tht:y arc with people liki.! them (not mixed
marriages).

Yeah, we have many, many friends which arc mixed marriages iHH.i \\"1~ ha\·c
many people who aren't in mixed marriages, for us tht:rc is tHl problem.

The nctw,,rks that were developed wert: not nt:eessarily pnmancnt. t]Hlugh a
lltltnber of Jong Jasting frh:ndships had
11 UIll ht:r

l'\'O]VL'd OUt

of t!Jt: car!y ((liJ[ll'C\i(lll\. :\

of part ki pants. for example, l't:h.:hratt:d on the anniYcrsary n f IhL·i r arri \ <II.

when they wt:rc "born Australians". Others suggested that thl'ir friendships had

I
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dr,mg,cd and were now more based on similaritil!:-; rathl.!r than cin:umstanc<.:.

rvJost ofthi.!SC friends (ones they made initially) arl! from (lllr background
(Bosnia) and all arc mixed marriages ... and cv<.:n though most of th<.: people are
very nic<.:, it was only by accid<.:nt that we met. and tlw only common thing is
our background ... and I don't think you can have a good relationship bas<.:d on
that. so most of thc:-;c fricndshirs. they disurpearcd. we were th<.:re in the
beginning, you know, calling cach otlwr. helping each othcr hut wc arc really
completely different with different int<.:rcsts. They an~ nice. really nice people .
... but it is just that we had difll:rent pastimes. and that's iL.

Another participant suggested that once they were not f(Hccd to li,·c together

.

thev. were more selective about whom thcv sa\v.

When we moved (out of the Oats) then people visited us who wanted to visit us
and we visited people we wanted to nnd the others were just lost (to us).

Whilst interactions with others in mixed marriages appeared to he the norm.
this was not expressed as being due to any discrimination agninst others based on
ethnicity. Rather, they avoided contact with people not in mixed marriages because of
the threat of discrimination against themselves. Only one person mentioned that they
had encountered problems clue to being in a mixed marriage prior to the \\-'ars. Mostly
the problems started only' ancr the con!lir.:t began.
A couple of participants n.:calh:d instances where their being in a mixt:d
marriage had caused a ncgati\'e response from peopk from what was Yugoslavia
living in Australia. In neither o~"thcse instanecs was the person a migrant or we\r;Jl'L'
worker, hut anothcr refugee. The participants l}.CilL'rall:• stated that they had no
probkm

With

Other people iWC<IliSL' nf their l'\hlliL'il), though they

\\t.'I'L' ;l\\;l[\.'

others were interested in nationalism and avoided thcrn het:ause of this.

that

We are afraid about people who hate other rmtionalities. we don"t like people
who divide JK'oph.: !"rom difl"crent nationalities. I think people arc good. it
doesn't matter what nationality.

I like c\·crybody. nu problem which religion they arc.

lt"s much easier. you can speak freely. Sometimes I don't say I am in a mixed
marriage because I dLJn"t want trouble ... people from my country they maybe
look at you with other eyes.

Ycah. even those in mixed marriage. I can see a lot of people are changed
because of the war, they live with another religion, another nationality. but they
arc also in the mood
nationalism.

or

Whilst the participants tended to mostly socialise with others in mixed
marriages, they did not shy away from using the cthno-specitic migrant services or
seeing community workers who were of a di!Tcrent ethnicity. No participants
indicated that they wouldn"t US!.! a service l(Jr th~.:sc reasons and a numbcr had uscd
these services and werl! pleased \\"ith the ser\·icc provided. The cthno-spccific clubs
were. however. much less utilis~.:d. und only a couple of participants ~:;aid they had been
to a club. The reasons why th!.!y would not usc the cl uhs were three-fold. Firstly. they
suggl!stcd that this sort ofcntertainment (folk-Jancing. cards. etc.) was not what

the~

would en_ioy anyway and that they would rather go to t!K· pub with Ji·iends. or ha\"C a
barbecue, or go tnt he beach. Secondly. a few rm:ntiuned that they would not lit in.
that either onc o!"the couple would he til!.! '"\\Tung"' nationality and nul

\YCiclllllt'.

Thirdly. they suggest!.!d thatthL· cluhs. even the Yugnsla\" clubs. mnrld ht• full

ur

nationalistic talk. which th!.!v wished to avoid. It was suggcstcd that thL' dubs suit

'J7

pL·opk· who \ikcd dubs and politics hut tlmtthe participanb would rather talk about thc
futun..• than rL··livc tht: past.

l'ht:r"l..'

wht:re
anHmd

\hiS

snmt: nH:ntion of starting a duh for pL!ople

L'\\:ryllllL' (llU\d

traditit~tlal

frolll

mixed marriagt:s

altL'nd. rcgardh.:ss or cthnicity. This cluh wou!U not he based

acti\'itil.'s such as folk dancing hut rathl'r han:

hmlx:~.:ue:-..

rnndern

nHtSiL· and su un. l'n.:s~..·ntly. there is no place for mixed marriage rl:l'ugcL'S to mcl.!t.

Bosnians wnuld like a dub that is not nationally t.:oloun:d. that is problem
because thcrt! is no one club.

The establishment of a club would

prnvid~o:

a Ycnuc fnr people to mcd and

socialise in a similar way in which they socialised hack

hom~...·.

Ruhcnskin ct aL

( 1994) suggests that attention must be paid to whether traditional ways of support can
be transplanted across societies. For the participants. support bach. home was through
extended families, which they do not have h-.·re. and in a more tlutJoor. cafe/street
setting. This lifestyle <.:cntrcd around cafes and bars docs not exist in Perth as is docs
in Europe. The establishment of u club would provide a step towards recn:ating that
lifestyle and helping the mixed marriage refugees to establish networks.
There was also mention of the mixed marriage refugees hci ng a comnnmity.
though this was still an emerging community . .'\s noted ahm\'. the reasons that the

participants generally socialised with others in mixed mo.miagl;.-; was hl'GHts-.· thL'Y had
a shared understanding of\\'hat they had been through. of their situ:ttinn n!'h-.·int-tn :1
mixed marriage and hl'cause they felt safe to
marnagcs.

c:xpr!.'s~

thcm.-;!.'J\'CS \\'ith other.-; tllllli\l'd

It's a strong community, which has no place to meet, but very strong ... a huge
community of people with same feelings, same !Curs, nobody to turn to in the
community even for :-;implc advice. (so now you) have to go to Muslim club,
h11t (you) haw to he Muslim.

Not all participants. hO\vevcr wanted to be part of the mixed marriage or other

Yugoslav communi tiL'S and strove to he pnrl of the Australian community.

(\Vc an:) mainly nricntcd to Australian society, because the Bosniun
..:ommunity. the peopb..: arc still under pressure and discussions arc still. ..
around the war. .. maybe after a few years then peopl~: s~:ttlc a bit more they

will start to think another way and maybe I will join them.

ThL' participants in this study generally mixed with other mixed marriage
couples or non- Yugoslavs in the first years after arrival. The n:asons for this contact
was due to ease of meeting others from mixed marriages and a shared understanding
that made them feel safe with other mixed marriage couples. Not all participants
wished to continue to mix \Vith other refugees and throughout the early years of
settlement expanded their social networks to include others.
For all refugees the networks developed are constructed, due to need, rather
than being naturally occurring ones, based on fawily and community (Rubenstein.
1995). To construct these tics active networking is necessary (Jerusalem ct al. 1996).
This networking took place in both the mixed marriage and mainstream communities.
In the next section the roles of these networks and how they interact to meet the needs
of the mixed marriage refugees arc analysed.
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, R.6.J The development of social

support~

linking the Bosnian and mainstream

Australian networks hack to theorv
The dcvelorml'lll of social networks has

rcp~:atetlly he~:n

fi:lllnd to he a huiTer

against the stress ofsctth:ml'nt (JL"rusalcm et al.. I91J6; Kim. l9H7; Strober. 1994).
devclopt1H.'Ill

lh~:

or social networks is dosely ti~:d in with the sociocultural and

sociopolitical contt:xt of settlement (Rubcnstdnct al.. 1994).

l~oth

emotional and

instruml!ntal support (lhnits. 19H:!) an:: provided by the soda! relationships dc\·cJopcd

r;
'

'

with AliStralians ·and mixed marriage refugees. Instrumental support was provided by
ir

way of housing, social security. clothing, information. and so forth. fro{!~ the
·- ' .-

/!

government and volunteers. Other mixed marriage refugees also r~rovidcd information
'
sharing and at times material or economic :.upport. Thb

support"'i.~ssistcd the refugees

to move through the initial stressful few months as linancial security was and still is a
big worry for them. Many reported that they were olh::n without food or money dliring
the war years and felt that Australian social sl.!curity was a blessing as they were able
to feed their children.
Emotional support is characterised as a means to an end and an end itself. It is
a support that provides an enhancement of sci f esteem and a buffer against stressful
emotions (Aronian, 1992). Whilst the established communities might be presumed to
be appropriate providers of this support as they provide a cultural and linguistic
reference, in this context they were not seen as a source of support. Due to the
political situation in what was Yugoslavia and the rd'ugecs' circumstance of being in a
mixed marriage. the communities. repn:sentcd hy the dubs. were often exactly what
the refugees did not seck. Instead. social intcraction with other newly arrived mixed
marringe refugees provided a chance to interact with like-minded people und to
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socialise in an environment in which it was sulC to :;han: emotions.
The heginnings of a mixed marriage community dcscrihcd hy !ht:, refugees is
consistent with 1-lclkr ct al.':-i ( 19X4) community

or persons. united hy circumstance

rather then gcogmphy. which sees communities as hascd on friendship, esteem and

tangibk• support. Then: arc also some parallds with components or Sarason 's (I 974 J
scnsc (ll\:ommtmity. Sarason rcli:rs to a pl!rccrtion of similarity and the participants

spoke of other n:J'ugccs having the same experiences in war and speaking the same
language as thcmsel\'l:s They also spoke about wishing to socialise with like minded
people. Thl! participants also referred to a concept nfintcrdcpcndcncc, as noted by
S11rason. stating that they needed both the instrumental and emotional support provided
by other mixed marriage n::fugcc5.
It is not possible to say whether these characteristics uniting the group will

lessen in time. as the group integrates into the mainstream society. or whether they \\'ill
form the basis of an ongoing and strong community, The "larger, dependable and
stable structure·· suggested by Samson was not yet apparent, though this may come in
time.

It is possible that the two networks (Australian and mixed marriage) are

complementary and the existence of both networks facilitates positive adaptation as
suggested by Berry ct al. ( 1987). Whilst the mixed marriage network provides less of
the main instrumental needs (English and information). it provides the self-esteem and
positive emotions needed to actively network in the wider community. Wider
networking in turn provides informatiOn and resources which can be fed back into the
mixed marriage network. Understanding this interaction between various networks. as
suggested hy Wilcox and Vern berg ( 19S3) and

linus~..:

and Kahn (I 985 ), rather than

merely the quantitative aspects of social support may help in developing );Ociul

Ill I

programs which assist the sc.:ttlt.:mcnt
harriers and aids to

suc~:~:ssful

proc~:ss.

Furtlu.:r n.:scarch should consider

w:tworking and :m analysis

or the d~.:vclopmcnt of tile

rcc i rrucit y and i nlL'Tllcpcndc.:IH.:c of the nd works.

\\'hilst indidduals proYith:d support in various ways. groups such as the ( 'RSS
~n,ups

alsu pnwidl.'d support and may hc

con~idcrcd

as social networks (Felton &

lkrry. I1N2 I. \\'hilst this support is in many ways t:mgihlc (such as in thL· furnitun:
prn·idcdl.lc.:ss tangihk is thc emotional support ofhcing ··gi\'Cil a h:md'' and being
"thought or· hy a group of people. It appears from the data th<H the C RSS group
pnwitkd substantial support. merely through ··hl!ing thcrl'". ami the emerging

community nfmixcd marriage rcfugt:cs also provided support through being a sal'r
contact. It is possible that the emotional support pn)\'ided by a group is more than the
sum of the support of the individuals. as a group also provides a sense that there a
collective and widespn:ad caring for anJ acceptance of the refugees. ( iroup support
also provides a conununity with whkh tn identitY. which is psych(llogically

henctici;:~l.

For a group such as mixed marriage refugees. this identification \Vith a group may be

or particular importance as its members have lost both their family networks and their
country (Yugoslavia), and arc not able to identify with the established ethnic
communities. The extent or impact or the emotional support provided in merely being
a member of the mixed marriage community, or any other community or group with

shared values, needs consideration within future rese·1rch.
The people interviewed actively networked in the Australian community and

mixed marriage communities as a way of coping. This networking was purposl'li.Jl.

By purposeful it is meant that the pnrticipants have chosen with whom to tk\'l'lop

friendships. Friendships with other couples in mixed mi.lrriagcs dcvclnJK'd

hccaus~..·
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they nrc "easy" and do not hring trouhlc. Creating n!.!tWorks in this community is
functional in that it meets tht.· n.:quin:nu:nts oft he purticipanl$ at
sctth:ml'llt: through the provision

of:.~

th<.~t

st<1gc of" their

common langungc and <1 common understanding

of 1ht:ir L":\ pcricm:cs and curn:nt situation. Similarly 1u.:t working in t h~.: mai nstrcam
Australian cnmnHmitics provided cultural inlimnation not availahl!.! f'rom other
refugees.

lk·ing characterised as f'unctional docs not imply that others arc cxploih:d in

any way or that the friendship is non-genuine, rather that that the choice of who to

associate with is a conscious choice, rather than a coincidence. Whilst in all
rdationships nnd social networks, there is an clemcntofinstrumcntality. this may not
be articulated or recognised by the people involved. [n this situation, it was clearly

articulated. Networking was seen as necessary following acceptance that friend~ do
not just come to you, that it makes sense to spend time with other mixed marriage
couples to share experiences and that Australian contacts arc necessary. This links
with the understanding that Australia is now for many the only choice and that they
can not go back.
Future researchers might wish to address barriers to successful networking and
to follow the participants' networking strategies into later stages of settlement. This
would help to understand the ongoing process of network development and the
assistance which these networks give in the absence

or 11nnily tics.

Future researchers

should also consider whether links with both communities arc adaptiv!.! as suggested by
Berry ct al. ( 1987) and in what circumstances.
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Th~.:

settlement of refugees in context

Throughout all the interviews, the context orth~· refugees' expcri~.:nccs

\\!aS

vitally important. First the context of the participants hcing n:fugl!cs. and oflwving
l!xpericnccd war. meant that many of the
was Yugoslavia even if they could.

~·lm;!

pmticipant~:

would not wish to return to what

oft he participants had

11o

option hut to scttk

abroad, ;md for many. Austwlia was the only option l<lf citizenship. Tlu: cont<.:xt of
thl..'ir being in

~tmi:-;ed

marriage dictated who they saw in Austr;tlia and the networks

and supports they developed.
An undt:rstanding of the context of the refugees' cxpcrir.:m:es has also assisted
innmking a distinction between the concepts of l!thnicity and h.h:ntity. In the example
outlined in this research a distinction between ethnicity and ethnic identity is clear as
the participants wt:rc made refugees on has is of ethnicity and not their identity. Those

in power who created the situation that forced them out of what was Yugoslavia were
not interested in their identity hut rather in their cthnicity. Within this research, to try

to correlate measures of identity with other tactors such as social support, without

taking into consideration the participants' cthnicity. \Vould muke little sense as
cthnicity is linkc:d to the refugees· experiences. Similarly to interchange the concepts
cthnicity with ethnic identity within this research would be equally misleading. The
cthnicity of tile participants is immutabl..:, whilst their identity is more lluid and also,
for some, multifaceted.

l'hc group in this research is subjectively constructed as members of the group
had the choice whether to ide11tify as being in a mixed marriage and

tllt.:r~o:fore

to

socialise with others in mixed marriages. Whilst tertain mcmbcrs llf the group an:
identifiable as belonging to a particular cthnic group hy their names, this was not

1114

always the case. Their idcntilicatiun as Yugoslav or Bosnian. rather than Croat, Scrh
and so forth. was a choict: m~tdt: by till: refugees and thcrcfnrc to some cxtcnt a
suhje~.:tiw id~..·ntilication.

ThcrclilrL·to \'il'w identity as run:ly

ohj~.:ctivc

would bdic

the J:tct that partil:ipants in this rcscan.:h do create their identity to suit their
c i 1\:11mstam:c.
l"hcr..: is als() an

argullll'llt fflllll

this research

tl.1r \'iC\\'lllg.

from voluntary migrants. :\large pan of their l'XpcrictKc is

rcf'ug.ccs as distinct

rcl~JI!..'d

tn their refugee

status dw: tn war. rather than to th~o:ir h~.:ing. migrams. J\s rcli.tg~.·c~ the particip;lllb an:

stateless. olkn

L'all

not return to their homeland. nllt.:n ha\'c :-.uf!;..-n:d

cnnllkt and usually arriw in

Australi<~

with very few

poss~:ssion-.

tr;tum.l

during the

-1 ht:sl..'

circumstances affect how the rcfugL:L"S ,·iew Austmlia and their l'll!lHllitment to

rarticipating in the Australian community. :\ numht:r

llfth~.·

refugees expressed

gratitude towards Australia ti1r at:eepting them and \·k·wed :\ustralla as a source of
security. which they would not ~.·xpenL:ncc in what was Yugosl;wia. Further research

that addresses the impact of li1reed migration and trauma prior to migration {Ill the
settlement experiences of refugees is also warranted as the effects of trauma might
heavily influence the settlement processcs of n::fugecs.

8.R

Reflection on the mcthodolouv: Developing convincing and useful research
Upon reflection on the principles upon which this research is premised. a

nurnbcr of methodological limitations wt:re appart:nt. First was the possibility that tht•

researcher's English speaking background \vould hias tht•

r~search

amlmay have

inhibited some participants from participating in the way which is most et11nli.1rtabk
11

and suitable for them. Second, the researcher was C(lll\inuously a wan: of the power

I
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imbalance between researcher and participant, and the impact this might have had on
the participants' responses.
The researcher attempted to minimise these problems in the following ways:
I. By providing information regarding the research to participants in their own
language.
2. By spending a substantial amount of time building rapport at all interviews

and conducting the interviews at the location of each participant· s choosing.
3. By asking the participants to challenge any comments or interpretations of
their words that they were not happy with. The researcher attempted to validate their
comments from the outset and encouraged comments which were not explicitly
relevant but which the participants wished to make.
4. When the researcher's ideas were questioned, she asked the participants for
their interpretation of the data. The researcher then reflected this back to the
participant in her own words to check that she had understood the interpretation being
made. In subsequent interviews the researcher would put all interpretations to the
participants in order to determine the merit of each. In doing so. the researcher was
acknowledging that more than one interpretation of the data was possible.
5. By avoiding the use of jargon or technical terminology.
6. By making explicit to participants the researcher's own cultural heritage and
sharing with participants her own story, as part of rapport building as well as when
specifically asked.
7. By explaining to participants that it is their story in their words which is
important and not somebody else's interpretation of their lives and that each person's
story is different and unique and equally valuable.

I

I

'

I
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These steps were important in establishing an environment where participants
felt comfortable with the interviews and validated in their experiences. Feedback from
participants (which was provided voluntarily and not solicited) indicated that they felt
comfortable with the interviews and the terminology. A number of participants
indicated that they felt the process far more acceptable than for other research they had
participated in.
A limitation of the research was the use of only those refugees who spoke
English. It is acknowledged that the experiences of refugees who have not yet
acquired English would be different to those who could speak fluent English. It is
likely that refugees who have had an easier time settling are also those who have been
able to learn English. It is therefore possible that refugees who have not acquired
English have had very different and less positive experiences. It is hoped that future
research will incorporate refugees who have not yet acquired fluent English.
The higher rate of female than male participants was not addressed in this
research and remains a flaw in the sampling design (see Chapter 7, Method). The
over-representation of women, however, did not threatenlhe integrity of the research,
primarily as gender differences were not of particular interest to the study.
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Chapter 9. Conclusion and Recommendations
The results of the research illustrate the diversity of experiences of the
participants as well as a commonality resulting from their being in a mixed marriage.
The settlement experiences of the participants were linked closely to the context of
their migration. and the complex interaction between the settlement processes and the
context was revealed through the detailed exploration of their stories.
The participants generally made substantial efforts to understand the Australian
way of life and participate in Australian society. This was due in part to the fact that
they could not return home, partly due to a feeling of gratitude for having a country to
live in and also because they saw their children's futures in Australia. Most still
wished to maintain some elements of their culture, notably their language. The
participants appeared to be moving towards an acculturation outcome of biculturalism. Many described the pain of losing their homeland and how Australia was
now their country. The majority have taken out Australian citizenship, are proud of
and grateful for it and saw it as a security for the future. Generally, however, the
participants suggested that they did not and would never feel the same way, in their
heart, about Australia as they did about Yugoslavia.
Feeling part of the Australian community was a process that was taking time.
Most participants indicated that they wouldn't be part of the mainstream Australian
community until they could participate in the community as they once had in what was
Yugoslavia. This involved being able to converse in English, as well as having a job
and therefore giving something back to the community rather than just receiving help.
A number of participants stated that they would not be fully part of the Australian
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community, although they felt their children would be. This is perhaps because they
felt that their children will experience a close emotional attachment to Australia and
will also have shared memories of Australia, which they will not experience. They did
not see the Australian community as Yery different from the Bosnian community
before the conflicts. Both communities they viewed as young, modern, and educated.
A number of participants expressed a feeling of connectedness with other
mixed marriage Bosnians and some had begun to organise a venue in which to meet on
a regular basis. This connection with other Bosnians springs partly from their rejection
by the established ethnic communities as well as a shared identity, shared
understanding, and a feeling of mutual support and security. This was related to their
being refugees, to having experienced war and to understanding each other· s situation
here in Australia.
The participants described their ethnic identity as either Yugoslav or Bosnian
and generally said that they would always feel this identity, even if the country no
longer exists. Whilst maintaining this identity, being Australian was also important
and there was no conflict expressed between being an Australian citizen and feeling
Yugoslav or Bosnian.
The participants' ethnicity played a major role in determining their experiences.
Most obviously, it determined whether they were in a mixed marriage and therefore
whether they were eligible to come to Australia as refugees. It also determined
whether they would have contact with the various established ethnic communities.
Despite this the participants did not articulate an identity with their ethnicity. but rather
with Yugoslavia or Bosnia, both which arc politically determined regions, rather than
regions encompassing an ethnic group. This indicates a clear need to make a
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distinction between ethnicity and ethnic identity in identity theory and research.
The importance of social support provided by individuals was verified by the
data and supports existing social support theory. Support was also linked strongly to a
feeling of belonging in Australia. Further, the importance of support provided by a
group rather than an individual was identified in the data. The development of social
networks \\as characterised by a desire to meet mainstream Australians and also a
continuation of contact with other mixed marriage Bosnian refugees. The participants
indicated a desire to meet Australians to assist with English and to help them negotiate
the Australian way of life. Meeting Australians was not easy, partly due to a lack of
English and also because the participants were not sure where to meet them. However,
they all reported actively seeking contact rather than waiting for Australians

~o

make

contact. A commonly reported problem was that it was difficult to meet Australians
without first having a job and without having fluent English but difficult to get a job
with no contacts and no English and difficult to learn English without a job or contact
with English speaking people. The CRSS program again benefited those involved as
they had ready contact with Australians who had contacts and spoke English.
The participants generally socialised with other mixed marriage refugees as
they felt comfortable and safe with them and because they met them at the flats. They
generally avoided non mixed marriage people from what was Yugoslavia and have
begun to build a community of mixed marriage Bosnians. Not all participants wished
to continue contact with other mixed marriage couples, indicating that it was useful in
the beginning as a source ofemotional and instrumental support but now that they
were more settled. they wished to expand their networks. The contact with others in
mixed marriages provided much needed emotional support in the initial months, as few

II 0

refugees had friends or family here and their networks had been disrupted.
Mainstream Australians provided more instrumental support, and both these forms of
support were important.
The initial settlement experience of the mixed marriage refugees from what
was Yugoslavia who participated in this study is characterised by stress. The stress of
settlement has been widely reported (Allote). 1996: Cox, 1987: Jupp et al., 1991;
Pittaway. 1991) and for this group was characterised by a lack of English, difficulties
in finding work, and difficulties in meeting people who would assist in understanding
Australian society and learning English. The early months were emotionally draining
and overwhelming, due in part to what the participants had been through in their
homeland but also due to the pressures of settlement. Whilst goYernment agencies
sought to alleviate these stresses through the provision of information, this information
was often not useful or timely.
Whilst the refugees were grateful for the assistance, they also had a number of
complaints and felt their initial settlement could have been better orchestrated. Any
social support provided by the Australian public was generally appreciated and most
participants reported that Australians are friendly and helpful. In general, those
refugees who went through the OAA program felt less supported and more stressed
than those who went through the CRSS program. The CRSS program offered
refugees a chance to meet Australians as well as providing better material assistance.
The results suggest a number of recommendations that would ameliorate the stress of
migration (Appendix E). The recommendations centre around the provision of timely
and thorough information, an expanded settlement program that meets all the
immediate needs of the refugees, maintenance of the CRSS program, the provision of
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social contacts and emotional support, and the provision of material aid to newly
established community and ethnic groups.
The constructs referred to in the research (acculturation, social support,
ethnicity, and ethnic identity) are multi-dimensional, are linked in complex ways and
have proved useful for understanding the refugees' settlement experiences. It was the
usc of conversational interviews that allowed the links between themes to emerge.
Locating the settlement experiences within the context of being a refugee and the war.
assisted in developing an understanding of the choices the participants made with
regard to network development.
The process of social support development is clearly tied to ethnicity and to
ethnic identity. Both ethnicity and identity determined which people from what was
Yugoslavia the participants socialised with. The wish to identify with Australians and
· become part of Australia also encouraged the participants to socialise with mainstream
Australians, which in turn enhanced their connectedness with Australians. The links
described above illustrate the importance of considering multiple concepts within
research and how the various processes of settlement are interlinked and
interde.pendent.
The use of conversational interviews provided a rich source of information,
which may have been lost within questi01maires that often view psychological
constructs as uni-dimensional, acontextual, and apolitical. The interviews provided
data that was not limited to the already defined boundaries of the various concepts and
allowed for exploration of links between the concepts that was more in-depth than
merely correlating them. What is needed is broader use of methodologies that allow a
greater and broader understanding of a sense of community, identity and social
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tli~rt

corH.:~:ph

as dynamil:. as multiph.: and not

hrinl,! with them :m understanding of the world and

an.: linked to the context of their sdtlcmenl <ltld to thl'ir

hrtun.: rcscan.:h might look at other groups of refugees. locating

them in their sndopolitical and sociocultural historil'S in order to bl!ttcr understand
their sculcml'nt ano how the structures and programs that gon:rmm:nts provide. ll1L'ct
their nccJs and assist or restrict their scttlcmt.:nt. \Vithout exploring the stories of
llL'\\'IY

arrin:J n:fugccs and without LltH.lerst<lnding their historics. policy makers will

not be in a position to provide the best support.
Thc research outlined in this thesis lends support to the advocates of multiplecase. conversational interview methodology. This method proved useful in obtaining
rich data regarding the settlement of refugees from what was Yugoslavia and in
drawing out the links bctwccn the various concepts explored. It highlights the stressful
elements of settlement and points thc way towards strategies that arc likely to reduce
this stress. This is done through recommendations that can be applied to current or
futurc scttlcmcnt programs. The rich data provides a basis for future n:scarch into the
refugees ongoing adaptation and acculturation and suggests links between varimts
concl:pts that an.: yet to he fully explored.
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Appendix A
Interview schedule - Scoping interviews

Background questions
Which country are you from?
What is your first language?
Where were you living in your country? City/country?
What was/is your profession?
How long have you been in Australia?
How long have you been in Western Australia?
Who did you arrive with?
Did you know any one here when you arrived?
Did you know any English when you arrived?
Did you learn it since arriving?

Social Networks
Tell me about your social networks?
Tell me about your support networks. Are these the same?
Do you see people from Australia? In what situations? Where did you meet them?
Do you see people from your own country? In what situations?
Are you happy with who you see? the level of support?
What sort of social network or social support would you like to have ideally ?
What things would help this?

,,
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What has helped you to nm.:t pet, ph: ben: in Australia?
What has made it difficult to

mc~:t

people'!

I low do you f~:e\ about Au!-ilmlia ami living here'!

,)'cnse

l![('tJfll/1/llllit\'

Community means different things to difiCn.:nt people.

Do you feel parl of a community here in Australia'!
Tel\ me about the community.

What do you likL" about the community?
What do you dislike about the community '!
Do you feel at home in the community?
Are there people in the community you can turn to for assistance?
What would n perfect community he like for you here in Australia?.
What does the word community mean to you?

Australia

What are your feelings about Australia?
Do you feel comfortable around Australians? or, Do you feel comfortable around
people from your own country?
Do you think it is important to read the news from your own country·~
If you were to chose to bring, up your children, would it be more Australian like or like
from your own country?
Docs it matter if your children only grow up speaking English?
Do you think that people from your country should stick together or be with people

127

li-0111 Australia?

I low im rort:mt do you think it is to adopt an Australi<Jn way of life'?
tv1oving to Australia: What is the thing about moving to Australitsthat is most
important to you- good or bnd?

12X

Appendix B
Background Ow.:stions lilr main interviews

I) Length of residency in Australia?
2) Year arrived and with whom?
3) Family I friends in Australia and Western Australia when arrived?

4) Country of Origin?
5) Place of origin (country v city)?
6) Profession (in country of origin and Australia)?
7) Level of English proficiency on arrival?
8) Level of English attained?
9) Where stayed when first arrived? (On-Arrival Accommodation, friend, family)
10) Connection with CRSS? (Community Resettlement Support Scheme)

Adapted from Glesne and Perkins (1992).
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Appendix C
I)isclosurc limn and consent form

Disclos/lre lhrm-

sclllto rc/il!!l'('S ill

their own language

Dear.
tv1y name is Monique Ked and I am currently researching the scttlcml.!nt !.!Xpcril!JH.:cs
of refugees who carne to

Australi~~

between 1990 and 1996. I would like to offer you

the opportunity to be inh:rvicwcd as part of this research.

These interviews form part of my Masters research project, which I am doing at Edith
Cowan University. The research is looking at social support development of refugees
and will investigate how refugees make contlCts once they arrive in Australia. The

research will be looking at the things that have assisted new arrivals to meet people
and things that have made it difficult. It will also look at the role the various ethnic
communities have in assisting people and the type of contact new arrivals have with
and wish to have with these communities and the "Australian'' community. Finally.
the research will look at how new arrivals feel about being in Australia and feelings of
belonging to Australia. I am interested in your experience and recognise that each
person's experience is different <lnd that there arc no right or wrong answers to the
questions.

It is hoped that this research will assist workers in the Migrant tield to understand the

I Jfl

situation of new arrivals and help tlwmto provide hl!tlcr scttknH.:nt services.

The

intcn·i~,.·ws ,~,-·ill

last about 2 hours am.! will he t:arricd out in I--nglish. lhcy will

take.: place either 111 your hunll' or at the Frcmantk :VIi[!rant
0J n rt hnn Su hurbs \I i grant

RL'S() lift: I..' (

tapLd with your approval or h;md

'en! rc. \\ h 1c lln'l' r i ~

\Hi !ten

R~.:sourc~:
nH

ne

C! 111\

( '~.:nln:. or at the
cn icnl. If y( lll

noh.::-. taken. ()nee the interviews Jn.:

cnmpktctl. they will he typed <md <1nulyscd to sec what the similuritics and differences
arc in the rl'sponscs.

No namt.:s or identifying information will he n:cnrde.J and if you wish to have part or
all of their intervil!w erased. you arc most welcome. You arc also wl'leomc to look at

the results at any time and a final copy of the research will he at the Frcmantlc Migrant
Resource Centre to look at for anyone who is interested. The results may be published
hut no identifying material \vill he used.

This interview is totally voluntary and you arc under no obligation to participate. If
you do not wish to participate, this will in no way affect your access to services
through the Migrant Resource Centre or any other service. ;\\so, as the intc.:rvicw is
voluntary, you may ask to leave or stop being interviewed at any time. You do not
need to give any explanation.

As the research involves asking participants about their cxpcricnccs in Australia, it is
possible that this might be upsetting lOr some people. If you wish to speak with
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someone after the interview, there arc counsellors at ASSeTs to speak to, Ph. 9325
6272. Alternatively you may speak to a Croatian spl!aking counsellor at the Catholic
Migrant Centre. l'h. 922 I 1727.

Thcs~.:

scrvict:s arc free.

Ir )'llll arc inkrcstcd in participating andltlf ha\'C any questions regarding the research.

please: t.:nntact niL'. cithcr din.:ctly nn 9431 713X or through

on

9 ........ .

I look l(1rward to meeting you.

ivtoniquc Keel
Researcher: Moniquc Keel,

School of Psychology, Edith Cowan University, Joondalup, Ph: 9400
5014
Fremantle Migrant Resource Centre, Ph 9335 9588
Supervisor: Neil Drew.

School of Psychology, Edith Cowan University, .loondalup, Ph: 9400
5541
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<'onse111 thrm
Pn1vidcd prior to intcrvicw and signed by my self and tht: participant . l'artici pants
will he asked if they hm·c any questions n.:garding tlu: intcrvie\\'. A copy oft hr.: letter
(in their own language) will h!.! provided again tu thl! respondent
that they haw the contact details of Neil Drew.

~.:ounscllors

thi~

stage to cnsun.:

<.md mysclf.

ha\·c n.:ad the information above and any qth:stions I haw
asked have been answered to my satisfaction.

I agree to parlicipate in this activity, realising I may withdra\V at any time without any
explanation.

I agree that the research data gathered for this study may be published provided I am
not identifiable.

Participant-------------

Date _ _ _ _ __

Researcher _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Date _ _ _ _ __
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CljDilJOna gospodo/gospod1nD,

Mow tme JC Mon~que Keel Trenutno 1straiujem 1skustvo smjeStaja 1 snalaienja
doseljentka sa statusorn tzbjeglica koji su doSii u AustraliJU izmedu 1990 i
1996. Zeltrn Vam ponud1l1 da kao ispitanica/ispitanik, sudjelujete u ovom
IStraiwanju
lntervJUI su d1o mag mag1starskog rada koj1 rad1m na Ed1th Cowan UniVersity
u Perthu U okv1ru projekta Zelim IS!raZ111 form~ranje podrSke druStvene
zawdn1ce doseljeniCJrna/l?bjegl,camLl
naC1ne kako
doseljeniCI/Izbjegllce
ostvaruju kontakte kada dosele u AustraliJU ProJekt Ce tstraiwat1 Sto J€ :-tOVIm
doseljen1C1ma pomoqlo u upomavanJu IJUdl. a Sto jc proces upoznavanja
otei:avalo. Takoder ce tstra2watl ulogu razliC1tih etniCkih
zajedn1ca u
pomaganju ljudtma 1 naC:Ine kontakttranJa koJC nov1 doseljen1ct 1maju 1 iele
1mat1 s etn1Ck1m za]edntcama 1 s australskom 7.3Jedntcom U projektu takoder
Zelim tslra.Ztti kako se nov1 doseiJSOICI OSJeCaju u AustraJ1j1 ' utvrditl njihov
osjeCaj pnpadnostt Austral1j1
Mene zantma VaSe 1skustvo
Svjesna sam
bnjentce da su tskustva razliC1t1h ljudt razlibta 1 da nema tspravnth 1
ne1spravn1h odgovora na takva pttanja.

Ja se nadam da Ce avo 1straiwanje pomoCt radnictma u podruC:ju mtgracija
da razumtJU situaciju novih doseljenika i pomo6 1m da doseljenicima prui:e
bolje usluge tokom procesa smjeStaja 1 snalai:enja.
lntervju Ce trajati oko dva sata. lntervju moi:e btti organiziran u VaSem stanu
iii u jednom od Centara za doseljen1ke, onaka kako Varna viSe odgovara.
Ukoliko je potrebno organizirati Cuvanje djece za vrijeme razgovora, to moi:e
biti organ:zirano i ja Cu snositi troSkove. S VaSim dopuStenjem intervju Ce b1ti
snimljen ill Ce biti vodene biljeSke. Kada razgovor zavrS1, bill Ce pretipkan i
analiziran da se uoC:e s!iC:nosti i razlike u odgovorima.
lmena i sliCne informacije o ispitanicima neCe bili zabiljei:ene. lntervju je
pr,touno anoniman. Ukoliko Vi kao isprtanik ielite da se dio iii cijeli intervju
IZOriSe, to Ce biti uCinjeno. Takoder moi:ete imati uvid u rezultate lstrai..tvanja
u bilo kojoj fazi, a zavrSna verzija istraiivanja bit1 Ce dostupna svim
zainteresiranima u Centru za doseljenike u Fremantleu. Rezu1tat1 Ce maZda bit1
objavljeni, ali bez bilo kakvih identificirajuC:ih podataka o ispitanicima.
lntervju je potpuno dobrovoljan i Vi nemate nikakvu obavezu sudjelovanja
Ukoliko ne ielite sudjelovati, to ni na koji naCin ne6e utjecati na dostupnost
usluga kroz Centre za doseljenike iii bilo koje druge usluge. Obzirom cia je
intervju dobrovoljan, Vi moiete zahtijevati da se razgovor prekine 1 zavrSi u
bilo koje vrijeme. Za to ne trebate dati nikakvo obrazloi:enje
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Obzirom da istrai1vanje ukljuC:uje pitanja o VaSim 1skustvima u Australijl,
moguCe je da neka pitanja za neke ljude budu uznemirujuC:a. Ukohko ielite
razgovarall s nekim nakon intervjua, moiete kontaktirati savjetnike u ASe TTS
Broj telefona je 9325 6272. Sa savjetnicom u KatohC:kom centru za
doseljenike moi:ete razgovarati na VaSem jeziku. Broj telefone je 9221 1727
Ove usluge su besplatne.
Ukoliko i:ehte sudjelovati u 1straZivanJU 1/!11 1mate bilo kakva p1tanja u vez1
projekta, molim Vas da me nazovete, d1rektno na broj 9431 7138 il1 preko
______ na broj telefona

SrdaCan pozdrav

r

nadam se skorom susretu.

Monique Keel

lstra.ZivaC:

Momque Keel
School of Psychology
Edoh Cowan University, Joondalup
tel: 9400 5014
Fremantle Migrant Resource Centre
tel: 9335 9588

Mentor:

Neil Drew
School of Psychology
Edith Cowan University, Joondalup
tel: 9400 5541
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protrtao/la sam ave rnformacrje
Ja.
sva postavljena prtanja dobro/la sam zadovoiJaVaJuC:e odgovore

1

na

PnhvaCam sudjelovan1e u ovorn tstraiwanJu. pod razuml)eVaJuCt da se mogu
povucr u bilo kOJ€ vnJeme bez posebnog obja5nJ€nJil
Slaiem se da
rdentrfrciran/a_

rezufta!J

rstra7wanJa

budu

Sud1omk

obJaVIJ€flt

ukolrko

1a

n1sam

Datum

--,-:-7:--c--;,---,;-;----;:-----have read lhe information above and any
questions I have asked have been answered to my satisfaction.

I agree to participate in this activity, realising I may withdraw at any time without any
explanation.

I agree that the research data gathered for this study may be published provided I am not
identifiable.

Participant _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Researcher _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Date _ _ _ __

Date _ _ _ __

Appendix D
Interview schedule for main intcrviCY..:.i,

Thcst: questions were used as prompts only and may not have bct!n asked in the order
shown.

Ceneral Settlement Exnerience
Tell me about your arrival to Australia?
What things have made it easy for you to settle?

What things have made it hard for you to settle?
What things would have made it easier?

What smt of services do you think the Migrant Resource Centres and other services

might provide to assist new arrivals to meet other people and to settle?

Social Networks

Tell me about people you have met since your arrival? Where you met them, who they
are .... ?
Do you see people from Australia? In what situations? Where did you meet them?
Do you see people from your own country? In what situations? Where did you meet

them?
Are there people in the community you can turn to for assistance?
Are you happy with who you see?
Are you happy with the level of support you received on arrival?
What sort of social network or social support would you like to have ideal! y? What
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things would help this?
What has helped you to mt.:ct people hc:rc in Australia?

\\'hat has madt: it difficult to meet people'!

Ethnic Identity and cthnicitv
Tdl

me about your ethnic community'!

How has your cthnicity (being Bosnian etc) impacted on you social network
development?
Are the people you sec socially from the same ethnic.: background? (specify)
Do the people you see have the same ethnic identity? (E.g .. arc they also Yugoslav?)

Community
What makes you tCel like you belong to a particular ethnic community?
How would you explain you sense of belonging to your own ethnic community?
What did your community look like at home in (Bosnia)? How does this differ from
how you see your community here in Australia?
Have you taken out citizenship? How does this make you feel?
Is there a difference between being part of the community and a citizen?
Tell me about wanting to be part of the Australian community.

13M

Acculturation

In what language do you communicate with your children? Why?
Do you think it is important to maintain your language, customs, traditions and so
forth, and transfer them to your children?

If yes. why? If no, why not?
Do you think it is important to adopt an Australian way of life?
If yes, why?
If no. why not?
Do you think it is important to maintain you own way of life? Can you explain why,
why not?

Australia

What are your feelings about Australia?
Do you feel comfortable around Australians?
Do you feel "Australian"?

•

J3'J

Anpendix E
Rcc1 m1m~.:ndati1 JIJS
Recommendation I.
Futun: On·Arrivat t\cnllnmodatinn ( Ot\A J refugee settlement programs should

allo\\ nC\\Iy arrin:d rl.'fugt.:l..':-> more time to st:ttlc and adjust psychologically hcfore
infom1ation programs hcgin. !"he t.:urn:nt system rr.:quircs their attendance at detailed
infom1ation sessions the Jay after arrival. It \\ould he preferable to provide only
essential infom1ation at the outset. for example. social security and banking
infonnation. and then allows some adjustment time before providing more detailed
infonnation.

Recommendation 2.
Refugee settlement programs should be expanded to provide refugees in the

OAA program with rnon: assistance in finding long tcnn accommodation, and
explaining issues to do v.:ith

cmploym~:nt

and training. These two issues were of

greatest concern and the refugees require more assistance in these areas than is
currently provided.

Recommendation 3.
The Community Refugee Settlement Scheme (CRSS) program should be
maintained and supported as a model for settlement and expanded to cover all new
refugees. The provision of settlement assistance by well-trained volunteers within the
Australian community has many advantages. It allows a greater number of people to
havr.: contact with the refugee family and provides individual service to the one family.
The contact can also be provided in a less fonnal manner than is possible for paid
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Department of Immigration and Multicultural Affairs staff who have many clients to
attend to. Informal contact

provide~;

the litmily with an opportunity to learn how

society works :md to make friends who can continue to assist them after the initial
settlement period.

Recommendation 4.
All settlement programs should incorporate social contact with mainstream
Australians from the time of arrival to assist with developing an understanding of
Australian society and to assist with English language acquisition. Most importantly, a

social support component to the OAA program should be incorporated into the
program. This could take the fonn of the HeARTS program, which links refugees with
community members. This would assist the DIMA funded workers, as the support
persons would be a secondary source of information and provide the refugees with
contacts outside of the flats and in addition to paid workers.
Recommendation 5.

That funding be provided to newly established and establishing migrant
communities, particularly where no established community t.::ists, to foster their
communities and networks. The composition of these communities should be
determined by the communities themselves.

